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South P aris , Deo. 28, 1904.
A year ago last summer the writer
went out one afteruoon t.out fishing,
the first time since a memorable, all day
tramp through an ;lder swamp that re
sulted in 11 diminutive fish, but as Kip
ling Bays, “ That is another story.”
This time my Cousin Charlie and I hac
been planning for several weeks to visit
a certain brook that was reported good
fishing. So one warm, dull afternoon
I saddled the broico, took my rod and a
box of “ wums” (our Oxford couuty
trout prefer worms to the choicest flies,
also many of our brooks are too brushy
for artistic fly fishing) and after a fourmile canter reached Charlie’ s.
Charlie was hoeing corn, a task he
cheerfully left and soon we had started
on a two-mile drive to the brook. At a
deserted camp near the head of the
brook we left the team, rigged our rods
and dropped the lines under a small
culvert, lusidaof ten seconds Charlie
had landed his first, beating me by two
minutes. We got three fair sized fish
there and then worked do «n the stream
The brook ran through a big out
down, which was covered wdth a shoul
der high growth of maole, beech and
birch so tangled with blackberry canes
and dry brush as to make it almost Im
possible to travel on the banks. Part of
the way we went on the iimbs, which in
places almost concealed the brook,
dropping o.ir Hues wherever we caught
a glimpse of water and again pulling
out a “ speckled beauty.” After about
a quarter of a mile of this sort of thing
I heard an exclamation from Charlie
who was ahead and looked up just in
time to see him scrambling out of the
brook. That one glimpse was too much
for the balance of the writer who was
standing on a four-inch branch over a
cool pool and there was a second excla
mation.
Right here I wish to demonstrate the
supremacy of tennis shoes over rubber
boots as fishing footgear. If you punch
a hole In your boots or get in over the
tops you have wet feet, the water once
in, stays in and adds its weight to that
of the boots. Now with tennis shoes
you move more easily, make less noise
and as long as you keep on logs and
rocks you are dry. \yhen you do “ put
your foot in it” —voila, the water runs
out as fast as it runs in!
After our abrupt launching (unattend
ed by the conventional bottle of oham
pagne) we keep to the stream, fiuding
progress there easy and cool. And now
we leave the brush and come to large
timber; the brook has grown larger and

hanging roots.
We stand on moss
grown slants of granite and drop the
hook in the eddies below. The line
goes taut almost befoie the lead touches
the water and a moment later another
trout is in the creel.
Suddenly a few big drops patter on
the leaves and make ever widening cir
cles in the quiet pools, then the heavens
open and the raiu comes down by the
bucketful. Hastily we uajoint our rods,
take a wood road tbaf seems to lead in
the general direction of the team and
scurry down it. Every leaf disturbed
by our advance adds its drop to our alreidy dripping clothes; a covey of halffledged grouse scu tie away through the
leaves; a couple of colts huddled under
a tree make a hurried retreat, wheel and
stand snorting at us. The rain contin
uer, we reach the open pasture and
trudge through soaking blueberry bush
es to a high stone wall topped (as is the
custom here) with a single straud of
barbed wire; we scramble over and find
ourselves la the high road over half a
mile from the team. At last we reach
the team, our coats are u..der the seat
dry, but the buggy is upholstered in
leather and every depression is a miniatuie lake.
Fifteen minutes later we are at Char
lie’ s with 42 tront in the creel and we
have been gone barely two hoars and
onr sorrows aie forgotten in hot biscuit.
During that week alone over 200 tr.mt
were taken from the brook which from
its source in one tiny pond to its mouth
in a larger pond is less than three mLes
in length, nut large trout but just the
common run of brook trout My broth
er held the record with a spotted beauty
which tipped the scales at a little over
2% pounds while tue fellow with him
got one that weighed
pounds Ours
were not *o large, none over the halfpound mam, but we were satisfied.

Not long ago, while in a small town
in Essex county, Massachusetts, I was
invited by a farmer to fiah in a little
p >nd not more tbau 75 yards across.
Ha ctated it had not been fished for ten
v ars and was pos tive ft contained a
good many pickerel. “ I am no fisher
man myself,” he stated; “ got enough to
do at something else, but you come
over some day and try it and I thick
you’ ll get a good bunch of fish ”
A few days later I started out early in
the morning for the pond, which was
some five miles distant. I took a rod, a
line and lunob. My intention was to
take some bait, but the driver of the
carriage said that a far better way
would be to catch a fr^g by the road
side to use for bait. He said it wou'.d
be easy enough to fln4 one so . arly in
the morning. We drove along some
what slowly, watching the roadside
carefully, but just because we weie
looking for one none could be found.
However, I had an ordinary spoon
hook and when we arrived at the pond
I was not long in making a cast and the
bauble bad scarcely touched the water
when there came a quiet swirl, a splash
and my spoon hook and the end of the
line were snapped off and disappeared
as though they had been cut by a sharp
knife. I saw at once that it was a large
fish for that New England locality, but
my bait was gone and I did not exactly
see how I could get any more without
some difficulty so early in the morning.
However, there were sandwiches in my
lunch basket -corned beef sandwiches
—with streaks of lean and streaks of fat.
“ Bring my lunoh basket here,” said I
to the driver. Puliin - a sandwich apart
I soon had a hrok baited fairly well
with a long strip of corned beef. It did
not look much like a shiner nor any
thing else that would attract a pickerel,
but it was the best I oould do. Then 1
made another cast and in less time thau
it takes to write it I had a 8-pound pick
erel lying cn the - bank of the pond,
thanks to the corned beef; but as the
bait was pretty well destroyed I cut a
strip from the fish’s beliy to use as bait
the second time. I soon had auother
fine pickerel.
Then 1 followed the
shore of the pond around until it had
been encircled and was where I started,
having caught ^ome ten or twelve flue
pickerel, none less thau a foot long.

I then made a cast at the place whtre
I began fishing and soon there came an
other splash and a swirl. I pulled in
easily aid slow and found I had oaugbt
the pickerel that had taken my hook
and spoon off at the first cast. It was
still fastened in the aide of its mouth
and, although it must have fett rather
unoumfortable, it did uot seem to pre
vent the fish from trying to get its
breakfast I have heard before of pick
erei biting the second time with a hook
fastened in in m mth, but this is the
first time I ever absolutely had the ex
Opinion From W a W v illc .
perience.--J W. in Amateur SpirtsIf the next Maine legislature does not mau.
repeal the hedgehog bounty law n par
ticular and all Lounty laws in general and
The Frog’s Appetite.
if it does not take strenuous measures to
A frog’s capacity for enveloping his
conquer the brown-tail moth within our
borders it will not be because the papers ccrr.rades and assin dating them was once
of the state have not informed it of its shown by an accident which occurred
duty in these matters. Without denying under the observation of one of my ac
that there are two sides to the questions quaintances. He had returned from the
it will, we imagine, be generally conceded country with a lot pf frogs, large and
by all who have given the subjects thought small, which he had obtain d for one of
that the press is right in ur.ing the abo the New York educational institutions,
lition of bounties and the vigorous com have forgotten how many there were, but
batting of the moth pest. One of these they numbered over 20, I am quite certain
questions is evil because of its iniquitous These he put into a large bird cige, the
tendency to craft and deceit in state wires of which were close enough together
affairs and the other is dangerous to the to prevent even the .smallest from escap
state because of its threatened destruct ing. On the third day he went to see
ion of some of her most valuable material how his captives were doing and found,
assets, her forests and shrubbery. One greatly to his surprise, they all had dis
corrupts morals, the other endan ers our appeared with the exception of two old
material welfare They both ought to go “ mossbacks,” and they were eyeing each
by legislative
enactment.— Waterville other askance, apparently in doubt as to
which would be the “ last survivor of the
Mail.
whole ship’s company,” as he expresed it.
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The notion that one must pay from fifty dollars upwards in order to get
a g o o d shotgun has been pretty effectively dispelled since the advent o f
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Of almost everybody’s purse. They are safe, strong, reliable and handy.
W hen it comes to shooting qualities no gun made beats them. They
are made in 12 and 16 gauge.
Step into a gun store and examine one*
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T o the fisherman, here is no music like the hum
o f the reel n » sport so r ire as that of playing the
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As an insect catcher the frog is quite
expert, even such quick moving spec es as
the dragon fly often falling victim to its
We often get enquiries from parties who want a bunch of circular*
Our readers are requested to send ue dexterity. Fishes are also often captured
of
camps
and hotels in Maine and of Railroad and Steamboat lines. V )
hunting storied. There are plenty of and good sized on s, too, a fingerling
send
these
free of charge for the benefit of advertisers in M a i n i W oods
things to write us. Tell us where yon trout having been found in the stomach
of a frog which was more than six inches and our readers.
go and what you see. Address,
in length.— Forest and Stream
M a i n e W o o d s , P h illip s, Maine.
M a in s W o o d s I nform ation B u r s a r , P hillip*, M aine.

SEND US HUNTING STORIES

M AINE
Some More About “ Porky” — His deposit of quills to he left here when
Home Lite.
Special correspondence to Maine W oods .

.be floors elsewhere were almost entire
ly clear of them.
As I stood lost in profound study a
porcupine came inside and standing in
the middle of the room, braced its feet
and shook itself vigorously, sending a
shower of quills in every direction
Then I knew this was the moulting
room where they rid themselves of loose
quills. The place seemed to have been
inhabited a long time and since porcu
pines live to be 1000 years old I thought
the first occupant might have been liv
ing there yet. However, I soon came
upon something that caused me to doubt
this and oonvinoed me that the place
had been inhabited much longer than I
had at first supposed.
In another side room that at once

WOODS, JA N U A R Y

6, 1905

A Fishing Trip.
The fall was well advanced and as the
time for onr home going approached a
spirit of unrest seemed to pervade the
camp. At length fired of inactivity
three of us decided that there would be
ample time to take one more Ashing ex
cursion before our return to civilization.
With but littl trouble we secured the
services of “ Nelse” a famous Maine
guide of the Scboodic lake region and
left to him the arranging of the trip.
The day chosen for our start dawned
bright and clear and we were off with
the birds. In the forest the dew was
still clinging to the deep masses of foli
age and we constantly received littls
showers from the overhanging limbs
Squirrels scolded at us for disturbing
their morning repast and several times

S P O R T S M E N ’S S U P P L Y .
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S P O R T S M E N ’S

S U P P L IE S .

CANOES.

R angelet , Jan. 2, 1905.
In closing his very interesting account
in Maine W oods last week of “ Porky
We manufacture a high grade Canoe, constructed with canvas cover, cedar ribs and
planking, spruce gunwales, white ash or oak stern pieces and thwarts and brass bang
as an Apple Gatherer,” Old Chloroform
plates. The Lightest. Strongest and Best. Send for catalogue.
seems to throw down the gauntlet for
Old T ow n , Maine
E. M. W H ITE & CO..
some one. While I congra!ulate him
A. S. ARNBURU, Rangeiey, Maine.
on his very fortunate experience of see
Sportsmen’s Show Number.
Builder of Rangeiey Boats Write or prices.
ing the porcupine carry off the apples, I
Main e W oods will issue a Sports H . M l. B A R R E T T , W e l d , M e .
wish to say that had he followed him,
Builder o f FINE CEDAR BOATS.
he would probably have seen something
men’ s Show nnmber for the 905 show
(EE*"*Write for price list and descriptive
more interesting.
whleh will ops* February 21 and close Catalogue.
I once found a place in the woods
March 9, 1905. The edition will be 10,where porcupines were very plenty.
out of sight.
000
and we will distribute them free at
Several times I passed through that
The fish were no less abundant than
the show to sportsmen and others who the game and many a fine trout did we
seotion and each t ;me I saw an unusual
•mount of hedgehog signs. I thought
are interested in Maine.
land during the day. My friend with
nothing strange of it till oue day I came
the fondness for water created a diver
Priee for space $2.00 an inch.
apon a trail so well worn that from idle
sion shortly after dinner by managing to
Send an item for it.
cariosity I followed it. It led me to
step upon the only loose log tn our raft
Can
we
have
yeur
advertisement?
the entranoe of a cave in a ledge which
and then taking a beautiful salmon dive
Last day for receiving copy, Feb. 1.
was in the side of an abrupt mountain.
into the pond. For a few moments he
I had often seen similar places before,
Special advertisements for this edition was deeply concerned as to the welfare
but this one was so large that I saw at
of sundry eels in the mud bottom but
have been ordered by the following:
once that I ceuld get inside.
sudden’y
returned to the upper world
Maine Central Railroad.
Getting down on hands and knees I
with a rush. Firmly embedded in his
Sandy River Railroad.
crawled forward till I was in where it
person were numerous fish hooks and
Franklin A Megantio Railway.
was quite dark and not liking the looks
while attempting to extricate these the
of it I backed out and got a bundle of
Sohmid’ s Pet Emporium, Washington, progress which be made in acquir
birch bark and a stick and making a
ing a vocabulary caused the very water
D. C.
torch, reentered the cavern.
to steam and bubble. When it was all
J. Lewis York, Y ork’ s Camps.
When I was well inside I lighted a
over “ Nelse” turned an imperturbed
Newcastle Kennels, Brookline, Mass.
torch and began to explore. The floor
countenance towards him drawling out,
Geo. W. Lovell, Setters and Hounds, “ Well, that didn’ t do ye a mite of good,
was nicely paved with pellets about the
size of large beans—quite soft and very
Middleborongb, Mass.
I reckon,” and then continued fishing.
uniform in size.
There were apple
We went back to our camp about sun
Ashland House, H. H. Brockaway,
oores and corncobs scattered about end
down and after a hearty meal of fresh
New York.
a fragrant balsam odor in the air.
trout, bacon and coon steaks turned in
J. W. B rackett Co , Phillips, Me.
I was soon in where I could stand
for the night.
erect and the daylight was entirely lost.
The next dsy we packed up our traps
While I was standing looking about me
efforts and these with some partridges and struck across country to Cedar pond
and wondering at t e extent of the
we bad shot during the morning made a whirh was another trout water a num
AN IGNOMINIOUS RIDE.
apartment I was in, something came
meal to which we did full justice.
ber of miles distant. On the way we
rattling along the floor and stopped
It was indeed a picturesque scene as were obliged to pass through a typical
near my feet. I stooped and picked it seemed to be more silent and gloomy a partridge could be heard drumming we recline! near our campfire after Maine “ hagns hole.”
np. It was a round piece of wood, than any other. I saw little mounds of on a distant stamp.
supper. The bright fiacres were gam
These holes are the terror of every
partly decayed and evidently well worn earth and on each 'aid a deer’ s horn, a
For over nine miles we tramped holing playfully with the shadows of hunter and having once been in one the
by much use. While I stood examin hunting belt, leather shoe, or some ar through the wilderness, unbroken with the surrounding forest, while near at experience will never be voluntarily re
ing it I heard something rustling along tid e that I knew porcupines were very the exception of one clearing we passed band flowed the gurgling river with its pealed. They consist of a large tract of
the floor and looking down saw that it fond of eating, yet none of them had about noon. This was an old “ station” surface now and then broken by a trout swamp or bog ’and covered by a thick
was a porcupine.
on what was once a tote road leading to as he rose for a gnat or mosquito. And growth of small trees and nnderbrnsh
been gnawed in the least.
I stood still and watched it a moment.
Filled with amazement I examined lumber camps many miles distant. On high above us floated a new moon flood Saplings of water maple, birch, hemlock
It seemed to be in search of something several of them. Some of the articles the door of this shack was the rathsr ing the landscape with its pale light
and hackmatack are an effectual bar to
and not finding it uttered a series of were so clearly the relics of antiquity amusing notice that “ The public may Resting contentedly upon our bed of
he rapid progress on the one band,
squeals and two other porcupines ap that I was about to errry some of them stop here at any time,” and from ths balsam boughs, we were hushed to sleep
while underfoot a luxuriant tangle of
peared and the three began searching. away with me, when I thought to dig signs of field mice' and hedgehogs it by the sighing of the soft night wind.
burrs, thistles and snakeweed is ready
Finally I tossed the junk of wood open one of the mounds. In it I found seemed that they did. Tnree miles be I The gna’ s first rays were already crim
to trip one as soon as the feet have
among them and it was quiokly seized the quills and dry bones of a defunct yond the “ station” we came to the east son Ing the east when the cool riaorning
been pulled from the quagmire be
by one and borue away, followed by porcupine. Then it dawned upon me branch of the Pleasant river.
breeze aroused us.
While my com  neath.
the other two.
One of our party had furnished us panions were busy starting a fire 1
that this was a sepulchre and as I do
The passage of the hagus did not im
Carious to learn what they were do not wish to become a graveyard robber constant amusement during the m o n brought down a fat young coon from a
prove our tempers and as the fish at
Ing I followed with the torch. They whatever else I may be, I replaced the ing by appearing to be strangely at nearby pine, which I had noticed the
Cedar pond were not biting well we con
soon halted and one of them pawed the article, which happened to be a leather tracted by water; falling or walking into previous night bore signs of being intinued our tramp farther into the wilder
dirt into a little mound and placed the kaife scabbard of prehistoric origin, and e.ery spring and mud hole on the trail habited by the animals.
ness. Shortly before nightfall a bough
ball on the apex, much the same as a withdrew from the place.
To onr surprise he very successfully
After an ample breakfast we set out lean to was hastily constructed and we
golf player would; then taking a stand
My material for torches was nearly all forded the river—only wetting one foot. with onr rods and guns for a neighbor remained there until the following
alongside, he made several points with consumed and I was harrying towards Encouraged b y -th is he attempted to ing trout water.
Lost pond it was morning.
his tail without bristling it, struck the the outer entrance when I saw a crevice come back again that he might show called and indeed this was a fitting
As one of the party bad complained
ball a blow, sand ng it spinning away that I had overlooked on coming in. It the rest of us the best way to cross. D a m e , for twice did we have to return
of feeling il! we determined to return
into the darkness. This 1 understood was not large enough to admit me but I Hardly had he started, however, before and make a fresh start. “ Nelse” had
home that day since our facilities for
to be a game for the purpose of develop knelt down and looked in. I found it to ’ he was up to bis waist in the river; teen there several times before and said
the care of an invalid were meagre In
ing a tail motion.
The one that be a place about ten feet square and in upon trying to climb out he stepped on that this was but a repetition of his
the extreme With frequent rests the
knocked it the farthest got the prize the center sat a very large porcupine a slippery stone, pitched forward and to form r experiences.
distance was easily covered and we
though I did not have time to stay and staring vacantly at the bare wall. I s iw ! save himself plunged his shot gun iufo
All our labors were well repaid, how reached the home camp in time for a
learn what the prize would be, but from at a glance all there was to be seen and the water. Using this ai a cine he ever, for it was one of the most beautihot supp r, well coutent with the result
some wrappers that I picked up near later studied out what the place was for.
of our trip —R. I. L., 05 in Newton
the place, I judged it might be a cake of It was evidently the think room—a
High School Review.
Larkin’s soap
place where the philosphers retired
I went groping on and soon heard when they wanted to think and this old
running water. I approached the phice chap th it I saw was doing some tall
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
and found a small stream trickling thinking.
Orders for spruce gum wanted, See
down the side of a ledge and tailing into
ad.
I ought to have been satisfied with |
a basin in the rock. The top part cf my experiences aud gone peacefully out, j
DaPont Smokeless.
some animat’ s skull was lying near and but as I moved along I saw a round |
Rabbit hound ft r sale.
apparently being used for a drinking bright spo 1 shining iike,pho o.ohorus an 1 ^
Infallible.
cup. This exploded the theory that being suddenly seized with a desire to j
Fox Trapping methods. See ad.
porcupi es never drink.
L. F. Atwood’s Bitters
carry a way something as a souvenir I
My birch bark was baginning to run stooped and clutched at it. It proved
H-.nters and trai pers attention, Ralph
low and 1 was obliged to move on from to be a porcupine’s eye and I seized the ‘
E. Dean, New Yoik.
this highly interesting place. As I was animal by the head. It drew baok !
AW FURS bought for cash. I make Snowfeeling carefully along lest I fall into a qnick’y and gave a loud and curious cry 1
shoes. Call on or write for prices. Chas
L. Ha r n d e n , Rangeiey, Maine.
hole, something came down an incline and struck at me viciously with its tai1. '
and rollel past almost hitting my legs.
The event startled and angered me
I stood still and lowered my toroh and and I drew a revolver intending to shoot
saw a porcupine unroll itself aud shufflj it, bat at that moment tiny things be
away and o imb back up to where it gan to whiz past me and many of them
oame from. It was hardly out of si-.;ht hit on my clothing. Finally one struck
when another came down, rolled up as my cheek und stuck fast. I put up my
round as a ball. When it struck the hand found it to be a quill. I had no
floor it unrolled and sprawled flat, then sooued jerked it cut than two moie
hurried back after the other. I thought struck my face. I knew the game was
this a foolish piece of business and I up theu because they had discovered me
coaid see no practical use of it.
and I was the target f o r i knew not how
While I stood I saw a curious light many unerring archers. I ran for the
oolored object com ng towards me. It outer world and soon turned a corner
A DEAD RIVER GUIDE WATCHING FOR GAME.
A B AR CAIN
proved to b ) a porcupine with a load of where I was safe.
For sale or exchange Steam Launch 49x12
Copper fastened hull, Roberts tubular boiler,
apples completely covering its back, all
Althouse engine, built 1901, In A 1 condition,
Ail this happened several years ago,
impaled on quills. Cariosity led me to bu: I have never before told the story managed to pull himself out and sat ful sheets of water which it has ever capacity 35 passengers, under government
license, cost $8,600, suitable for lake or trans
follow it and after passing through a because I feared people would not be down on the bank, the picture of wet been my fortune to see. On every side portation. Will take any reason able offer of
CHARLES TIGHE.
natural corridor into another and small lieve it. But in rsoent years so many disgust, while he poured the water from the undulating hills, radiant in their land or cash. 65
Vesey St„ New York City.
er apartment it stopped and shook itself naturalists have come to the front re his gun barrel. This performance was autumn glory, sloped to the water’ s
throwing the apples, in every direotiou. vealing wonders that I have decided to so amusing to the remainder of us that edge, while the dark green of spruce
....F IS H IN G RODS....
Instantly there was a scramble from all Bpring this on the seekers after kuowl it was as much as we could do to cross and hemlock was reflected in the crystal lfew Store on Rangeiey Lake House Grounds
Call and see my llAe of Rangeiey Wood
sides and I saw porcupines walking edge.
iD safety ourselves.
D. E Heywood
depths. Countless dser tracks were on and Split Bamboo Rods.
away in every direction, each with an
For several miles we followed the the shore and we had been there but a
E. T. H O A R .
apple. This was evidently the dining
river, now on the bank and again jump short time when a cow and calf
moose ( Ranejelev.
■ ■
Maine.
The
Rickers,
Poland
Springs,
have
room. There seemed to be no other
Ing from stone to stone in the bed of the entered the pond for a meal of lilypads
exit except the one through which I purchased two line automobiles for the stretm. At length a deserted lumber
The sight of man was evidently new to T H E
R A N C E L E Y STUDIO.
bad just entered so I retraced my steps. use of their hotels. Each ca has side camp was reaohed, which we decided
Developing, printing, souvenir views etc
them, for they only regarded us with
Amateurs can have'.heir work promptly at
I looked into several openings before entrance tonneaux and with four cylin- to make our headquarters for a couple
mild curiosity and then continued their tended to by the most approved methods
I found one of much interest, then I bers will take six passengers up Ricker of days.
Orders by mail solicited. I want to eall the
meal. With a rifle beside me it was a attention
o f hotel and camp proprietors to
found one, the floor of whioh was cov Hill with ease. It is understood they
As it was still early in the afternoon great temptation to shoot one of the the fact that I am always ready to do vlew .
.
.
.
.
.
.
I
Ing
and
outside
work o f all kinds. Telephone
ered to the depth of a foot with quills. contemplate buying a monster car which we put our fly rods together aud fished
beasts; but “ not less than $500 nor more j connections.
The place was not large and I was filled will take ten passengers with their bag np a neighboring brook until dusk. A
than $1000” was too much to risk, so F. H. H A /i n , P rop’r ., R an geiey, Me
with wonder at what had, caused such a gage from the depots to the hotels.
good mess of pan trout rewarded our with reluctance I watched them amble
Rangeiey Studio.
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SPORTSMEN’S SUPPLIES.

Evidence has been received by Chair
man Carleton of the commission of inland
fisheries and game, that although the
open season on deer has ceased, the
illegal slaughter and shipment of these
animals is being carried on by the whole
sale and that on Tuesday, Dec. 20, there
were shipped from Calais to Boston, in
the name of Mrs. Clara Wilson, the car
casses of 25 deer, nicely boxed and
marked as household foods, the ship
ment being made by freight, over the
Maine Central and Boston & Maine rail
roads. Word of this came to Chairman
Carleton after the deer had reached Bos
ton, but by lively telephoning and tele
graphing their delivery was stopped.
The fish and game commissioner of
Massachusetts will handle the case at
that end of the line and Mr. Carleton
will attend to it at this end and it is the
hope of all true sportsmen that the viola
tors of the game laws will be caught and
dealt with as they deserve.

I S T HE B R A N D
&

SMOKELESS

OF

AMMUNITION

T H E KEUORD MAKER.

W H ic H H as a tta in e d

At St. Thom as, Ontario, Mr, Jack Hartly o f

P o p u la r ity

^

B E C A U S E O F S U P E R IO R IT Y .

W oodstock, Ontario, won the
Manufactured

Canadian Championship

U N I T E D S T A T E S C A R T R I D G E C O .,
LOWELL,

Handicap.
by killing 20 live birds straight.

Apart from the sentimental consider
ations whioh should be suffi ieut a.ot.e
to Lave this grand animal perpetuated,
it should be done for eounomic reasons
as the Buffalo can be easily hied and
reared with profit. The meat is similar
to beef and tLe heads for ornaments aud
the pelts for robes and coats will always
be in great demaud. Mr. Baynes plan
is to have the U. S. Government obtaiu
posses on of the different herd?, divide
them into several smaller herds and
place them ou suitable ranges remote
from ea:h other so that they would uot
infect others iu case diseases should
break out.
President Roosevelt las been, inter
viewed ana has become interested iu tne
project aud now public sentimeutsbould
ba aroused aud Congress should be pe
titioned from all over the country to
save America’s noblest auimal from ex
tinotion.
The meeting adopted reso utions iu
this vein and a copy will be sent to
president Roosevelt.
Will the readersof Main e W oods he.p
the cause aitmg?
E E. Patbidge

The only straight

score am ong 22 competitors.

Massachusetts Sportsmen Discuss good, they frequently

escape arrest.
Then when the culprit is brought into
a License Law.
court and convicted, the judge is often
Medford H illside , Jan. 8, 1905.
found to be ignorant of the provisions of
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
the statute or lukewarm in its enforce
The Massachusetts Fish and Game ment, frequently letting the violater off
Protective association called a meeting with a nominal fine or placing the case
of delegates from the most prominent on file. Either result is extremely dis
sportsmen’s associations, rifle and gun couraging to au unpaid deputy whose
clubs in the state foi Thursday, Deo. 29. only compensation is one-half the fine
The meeting took place at the Copley Imposed aad often this is not claimed,
Square hotel and lasted from 2 to 6 fearing to prejudiae the judges against
o’ clock a n d from about 7 20 to 10 the law.
o'clock, a dinner of tue association to
Several new laws were advocated al
whioh the delegates were invited guests though a number of the more experi
intervening.
enced members thought the present
This meeting is an annual one and a laws sufficient if enforoed, bat finally
State Central oommittee of eleven is the committee was instructed by a large
chosen to look after the interests of the majority vote to press for enactment a
sportsmen for the ensuing year. The law to enable wardens and deputies to
committee chosen at this meeting was: search suspected persons in the field.
H. A. Estabrook, Fitchburg; J. H.
A gun or hunting lioenee was advocat
Wood, Pittsfield; F. E. Herrick, Spring- ed by several, the objeot being to not
field; H. P. Bryaut, New Bedford; S. D. only raise fuuds for employing (addition
Charles aud J. R. Reed, Boston; A. B. F. al paid wardens but to also have a re
King, Worcester; U. E. Tuck, Haver straining effect ou the ’ ‘ Dago” element.
hill; J. U. Newton, Greenfield ; A. C. The proposed fee was to be $1.00 only
Sylvester, North Attleboro; H. L. Fay, but after a loug and spirited discussion
Marlboro; Geo. M. Poland, Wakefield; the project was defeated by a strong
H. H. Kimball, Boston.
majority, ihe opinion buing that the at
The delegates reported the conditions tempted enactment or such a law would
of the g ax e in their several localities arouse great autag misrn to the sports
and the consensus of opinion appeared men, especially among t h e farmer?,
to be that the quail were nearly all gone most ol whom do more or less shooting.
while partridges were fairly plentiful.
One gentleman, however who declared
The severe weather of last winter un himself to be oue of the farmers referred
doubtedly is responsible for the scarcity to, favored a license law, saying that he
of quail, on y a few scattered flocks hav had oue son and two grandsons who
ing been saved by the careful attention were hunters, but he thought a license
of a few public spirited citizens.
law would keep away some of the law
Attention was called to the great in less shooters who tore down his stone
crease in the number of expert bunteis wails.
during the last 25 years, largely due to
An illustrated lecture by
Ernest
the popularity of trap shooting.
Harold Baynes the well known nature Even if every hunter should limit his ist closed the exercises of the evening
daily kill to a brace of birds, the drain very pleasantly.
upon the supply would be immense and
Most of the pictures were illustratious
only artificial propagation or the impor of Mr. Baynes very successful work lest
tation of birds from other states oould winter in feeding the starving birds in
offset the killing.
and about the Middlesex Fells. He en
It was brought out that southern listed the services of the scholars of the
quail either return to their old homes or Stoneham High school aud repeatedly
perish from exposure, while westem after heavy snowstorms the well or
birds stand the cold well. The Italians ganized bird savers sallied forth in small
from i he North End of Boston were re parties with snow shovels and bags of
ported by nearly all the delegates from grain and buudles of suet.
neighboring places as the worst enemies
The ground was cleared of snow for
of tlie song and insectivorous birds as about 20 square yards aud the graiu
they swarm to the suburbs ou Sunday? strewed on the bare earth while the suet
with hired guns and shoot at everything was tied about the limbs of trees or
they see in the shape of b'rda. One of caged under pieces of wire netting so
the delegate?, an unpaid deputy warden, that crows, hawks or animals could not
exhibited a lot of stuffed song birds, carry it away.
mostly robins,
which were found on
The pictures showed the rescuing par
one of these “ Dagos,” and were the ties aud the methods of attaching the
means of getting him jailed for five suet to the trees and also gave some
months.
interesting views of the tracks of birds
This case, however, is an exceptional aud of their enemies in the snow.
one as the law does uot give a deputy
One series showed where pheasants
the right to search suspected persons bad journeyed several miles in search of
and few deputies will take the risk j j f food, finally finding a few dried beans
doing so and rendering themselves liable left hanging to the poles by some
to prosecution. Then again many o f the farmer. Several pictures of Mr. Baynes
Italians are lawless desperadoes who do with chickadees feeding from his hands
not hesitate to threaten the officers with aud lips, excited much enthusiasm.
their weapons and as they are thonght
The last slide showed some of the
to be capable of m &kiDg their threats Buffalo (Am-rican Bison) in the Corbin
park, Newport, N. H This
herd
which numbers about 160 or 170 is one
T A X I D E R M I S T S .
of only two or three herds left of the
immeuge droves whioh once roamed
over our western plains.
These few remaining Buffalo are
mostly iu private handb and are liable to
Game and Fish* mounted be wiped out at any time either by con
taglousdisease or by sale for slaughter
n every known style by
as the heads and skins would bring very
high prices.
Mr. Baynes is striving to impress up
on the publio the importance of taking
A ll Round T axiderm ist, Norway anc* some immed ate steps to prevent the
Americau bison from becoming utterly
Haines Landing, Maine.
extiuot.
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SOUE GET T H E IK PAY.
Mtate Paid

Farmers

$507 For

Luuches Taken by Deer.

W AN TS, FOR SALE, ETC.

Price 1 cent a word each inser
the
tion. Cash with order.

The following is copied from
Bangor News of recent date:
I am informed, from reliable resources
that Mr. L. C. Bateman stated, at the
Grauge meeting at Lewiston—when the
resolution relative to legalizing t-ie
slaughter of game at any time in ail
parts of the state except ou wild land
was under discussion - ‘ ‘over and over
again‘ that the man did nut live who
ever was abl to get a dollar of remun
eration out uf the siate fur damage done
to crops by wild game.’ ”
This is somewhat surprising in view
of the facts. Our annual report, now in
the l auds of the state printer, shows
that siuce the iaw was enacted provid
ing fur the payment of damage done
crops by deer two years ago, we have
paid out for this purpose $507.50
Tue names aud addresses of those
paid this year, and the amount paid,
are given in the report, aud the n>mes

W iYN TS.

W

ANTED.—Orch-rs foi Rough spruce Gum
Ezra Waldkok , Point Waulp, Aibert
County, N. B.

ANTED. Good chance f o r taxidermist.
One that can mount moose and oeer
heads. Write to w m . Wk itze l , Grand
Rapids, Minnesota, Box 79.

W

ANTED. Several bear cubs in g o o d
ft healthy condition. State weight, age
and lowest cash price when answering. Ad
dress Geo . B. Mac L ean , luO Milam St., Hous
ton, Texas.
One go< d toxhound, 1J years old.
Price §10.00. W. E. D .
, Franklin, N.
W ANTED.
e n hy

Y.

AMP ’I O LET. Furnished- hunting camp
torrent. No better country for big deer
m Maine, Gamps will accommodate large
party. F ran k Chick , F rankiin v_o., Madrid,
Maine.

C

FO R SALE.
J. A.
F
8 ALE—Five male, two female, full
SALE—Five
joded bull
te:
hull terrier
pups. For prices adFORblooded
dress, O. W. WlL.LlAM8ON. New Portland, Me.
OR SALE—Rabbit hound toi sale.
S imo>DH, Post Mills, Vt.

OR SALE—In the Rangeley Lake region of
Maine—A line camp, iully lurnished, lee
house (filled.) "store house and boat house;
power launch, boats, canoes, etc., etc. Best
location in the section. Will be sold at a bar
gain. For par-iculars, etc., address Ch a s . T.
Bkkbe , New London, Conn.

F

OR SALE Tbe most convenient, the best
located private camps in the Rangeley
l akes’ region. Running vater hot and'cold.
Three camps joined. Furnished complete;
nothing more comfortable. Will accommodate
twelve cuest* with single bed for each Ac
commodations for .“ ix guides and camp for
man and wife to care for grounds and build
ings. Ice house filled and other outhouses
necessary
Address He n r y H. R oelofs ,
Philadelphia. Pa.

F

Gasolene launch for sale—Anew first

class gasolene launch built May last, by
Thomas Stone of Swampscott, Mass., was on
exhibition at Horticultural HaU at Automobile
Show, used onlv two weeks. 20 f *. long, 4 ft. a
in. wide, Sagamore Engine 2>£ horse power, 3
blade propeller, decks finished In mahoga iy,
brass rails, oak finish, canvas cover batteries,
cradle oars and tools, rrice |35®. Net cash F.
O. B. Greenville, Mo. Can be seen at Camp
I Waumbeck, Sugar Id a ' d, Moosehead Lake,
i Maine, after Aug. 22d or communicate with
j owner, Geo. H. Rimbach, Prop. Crawford
House, Boston. Mass., only reason for selling
s, that a larger boat is desired.
OTEL FOR SALE.—During the past winter
and spring we had letters from several
hotel men who wanted information in regard
to paying hotel prop -rty that could be pur
chased. We couldn’t name the right plaee
i hen; 1 ow we can. We know of a hotel that
can be bought at a low price considering its
capacity for earning money, and the cost of
the hotel and srabies. it is located better
THIS“ DEER WAS MOUNTED BY HOMER DILL, STATE TAXIDERMIST.
f r making good money all the year
’ round than any other hotel in the same
county. We are thoroughly conversant w ith
the conditions surrounding this very desir
able hotel property and we solicit corres
pondence in regard to it. Address the J. W.
brack ktt Com pany , Phillips, Maine.
uid
ad
resses
of
those
paid
last
year
York County News.
August 9,1904.

H

Special corresp on d en ce to Ma in e W o o d s .

Kknnkbunk , Jan. 2, 1905
Walter I. Roberts, a student at Uni
versity of Maine, spent a part ot las1
week at LItt e Ossipee pond in Water
boro and had excellent luck in pickerel
fishing through the ice, getting a fine
lot of fish, eight of which averaged near
ly 25 inches iu length aud weighed from
4 to 7 pounds each.
The tomcods are now ruuning up the
Mousam and Kennebunk rivers in great
numbers and hundreds of pounds of the
fish are being hooked out by the eager
fishermen.
A petition addressed to the Maine leg
islature has been thoroughly circulated
throughout this portion of the county
by sportsmen to have tbe brook known
as Little river aud Branch brook be
tween Wells aud Kennebunk closed for
a period of three years and it has be
come of late years fished to death. The
brook was formerly one of the best
trout brooks in the state but as it has
not been closed to fishermen for a long
time, it bag somewhat run out. The pe
tition has a large number of signers and
it is hoped that the petition will be
granted. Tbe sportsmeu will also make
an effort to bave tbe fish commissioners
make an appropriation of trout fry with
whioh to stock the brook.
W inchester R epe a te r .

er* g ven in last year’s report.
We have, according to the last census
icport, 59 299 farms, and the pioduct of
these farms is given as $37,117,409
yearly. Forty eight cla ms were filed
for damages in two years; 23 have been
•allowed; geven are unadjusted, having
oeen made after the crops were harveste l—too late for anyone to see and ap
praise the damage. The others were
r jund to be without any merit.
Following is a list of names and ad
dresses and amount paid 'to each party:
Robert Kennedy, Rockabema,
$ 10 00
20 00
H, D. Darling, Hersey,
10 00
Chas. Duby, Bradley,
6 50
S. L Beal, So. Arrowsic,
John Ellis. Alton,
10 00
10 00
W. J. Henderson, Dennistown,
40 00
D. E. Pierce, The Forks,
25 00
A. L Greene, K I. Works,
JO 00
John Costley, Waite,
25 00
S. B. Cary, Lagrange,
25 00
Jas. Hunter, Seven Islands,
10 00
C. S. Adams, South Moutville,
10 00
F. W. Hutchinson, Berry Mills,
27 00
F. H. Stim8on, Rockabema,
12 00
8. L. Freese, Riverton,
15 00
W. O Shaw, Springfield,
12 00
Frank McManus, Ox Jow,
62 00
W. J. Henderson, Moose River,
7 50
Alex McKay, Argyle,
.4
10 00
S. K. Clark & Son,
150 00
Albert Currier, Seven Islands,
Tbe latter claim has been adjusted
ami the amount settled upon, but check
has not been forwarded yet and does
not appear in our list of expenditures.
Yours truly,
L T. Carleton , Chairman.

Ed Grant’s
Back Woods

F airy Tales

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Partridge of Med
A Guaranteed Cure For T iles.
ford Hillside, Mass., will go ;next week
Itching, Blind, Bleeding or Protuding Piles.
to Augusta, Ga., for tbe remainder of Your dugglst will refund money if Pazo Oint
ment tails to cure you in 6 to 14 days. 50 cts.
the winter,
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A MARVELOUS TALE.
Blood Relation to Anairas Writes

S P O R T S M E N ’S

6. 1905.

D IR E C T O R Y .

CAMP SUPPLIES for sportsmen, carefully
packed for transportation. Send for prices.
S. S. Pierce Co.,Tremont & Beacon sts., Boston.

ASK FOR free catalogue of Witch-Elk
Hunting Boors. They always please. Mitchell
fetrange things are seen, and stranger Sons A Co , Ltd., Detroit, Mich.
RANGELEY LAKE COTTAGE LOTS. Very
things told, in the metropolis of this
desirable. Rangeley Cottage Co. Enquire of
country, but some newspaper writer has H. M. Burrows, Rangeley Lake House, Rangebeen enjoying a pipe dream about the ley, or J. W. Brackett, Phillips, Me.

a Maine Hunting: Story.

Maine wood?, or else he has misplaced
the region of Gulliver’s or Munchausen’ s
travels, and thought the stories therein
related referred to the Maine woods—
for how else could he conceive and re
produce such an abnormal yarn as the
one which was published in the “ New
York Telegram” of Oct. 20? The story
is graphically told and is even suppo-tThis Edition of Maine Woods ed by a cut of the two moose as they
hung in the market, with admiring hu
5 ,550.
manity for a background.
The moose
themselves look much more like large
F R ID A Y , JANUARY 6 , 1905.
deer, while their antlers are far more
I t seems that in New Hampshire after the style and plan of the caribou
there is trouble with poachers, even horns, than those of the mighty moose.
more serious than anything we have Sportsmen who are familiar with Maine
had in Maine lately. The Boston dai and its moose will not be misled by such
lies recently published the following a tale, but those who are not so well in
dispatch: “ jrarneComnaUsioner Nithau- formed may readily be misled into
iel Wentworth is making a strong effort thinking the au’ mals fearful creatures,
to bring to justice the perpetrators of and not to be approached without great
wanton destruction of large game in danger to the hunters—instead of dan
various parts of the state.
Besides ger to the moose, which is the usual
many deer which have been killed for condition of things.
For the benefit of those who do to t
pure ‘cussedness,’ their codies being
left to be devoured by carnivorous know, it may not be amiss to suggest
beasts, two large elk have been slain. that no man is permitted to hunt in the
These elk would have dressed 400 or 500 Maine woods as the representative of
any company, resident or foreign; that
pounds apiece.
Two years ago the people of Corbin the limit of game to one man for an en
park presented the state 12 elk. These tire season is one bull moose and two
animals were taken to Andover and deer; that no one man could get trans
turned loose on Ragged mountain. On portation for two bull moose, even if he
Aug. 1 last the dead body of one was had killed them or they had been found
found in South Danbury. It was that dead; and no living animal, except per
of a large fine cow elk with a bullet haps a whale, could swim two miles
hole through the shoulders. Last Fri across a lake with its head as far under
day, a week, not more than 500 yards j the water as the weight of a man upon
from the spot where the cow had lain, ! its nose would oblige it to be. Alto
there was found the carcass of a bull gether it is among the most ridiculous
elk, with eight points to his antlers. He stories of the chase which have been
had evidently been killed the same time published in a long time and the ouly
1reason for reproducing it here is, to
the cow was slain.
Commissioner Wentworth offered a give an ides of “ what fools these mor
reward of $100 for the apprehension of tals be.” If Abbott Nelson of Skowhe
those who committed the outrage an i gan shipped two moose away, it is a
although no arrests have been made, the good chance for the many new wardens
commissioner believes he has a clew.
employed this year to protect Maine
Word came from Barrington recently game, to see that he “ get’ s all that’s
that a woodchopper had come across coming to him” for thus illegally doub
the carcass of a deer which had been ling his shipment of the largest of Maine
game. The story is as follows:
shot.
Wentworth has recently investigated
Killed after a desperate battle, in
the cases of three deer killed by dogs which Abbot Nelson of Skowhegan Me ,
and quite a number slain in pure mis almost lost his life, two giant moose,
chief, besides some taken by poachers kings of the forest, are on exhibition
for meat and skins as shown by entrails today at the salesrooms of Conrou
found in the woods.”
Brothers company at Tenth avenue and
Thirteenth street. The story of their
capture is one of the most remarkable
A Woman’s Defence.
A Colorado woman who is said to be that has ever come out of the mountain
the best female markswoman with a re fastnesses of Maine.
Nelson is a hunter employed by the
volver that is living today, is coming
New
York company and recently, while
east to show other women how they
may defend themselves against peddlers, hunting near the forks of the Kennebec,
tramps and other undesirab'e men. She [ he met with his adventure. He was
is teaohing the women of Chicago how 1carried three miles through the woods
to stand when shooting and how to aim on the horns of an infuriated moose,
in order to bit and do execution. As a nearly drowned :n a lake which the aniresult of her endeavors many of tbe ! mal swam and then swuDg on the woodwestern oitiee have organized women’ s |land monarch’ s horns^while it did battle
clubs for the purpose of practicing at with another moose.
Side by side the two big carcasses
marks, and the gentle ait of killing
hang
in the showroom, surrounded bv a
people by lawful methods has become a
fad. According to this female author : curious throng, and the broken antler
ity, every woman who goes out on the on which Nelson was caught and which
street without an attendant should pro 1supported him on his perilous perch on
vide herself with a revolver, which she ; top of the moose’ s head is still locked
should carry in a pocket on the hip of with that of the moose to which it gave
her dress. Then, when men who have battle.
Nelson started from camp one Satur
whiskey breaths and poor clothes at-k
her to loau them a watch or when any day afternoon to s out partridges, being
man “ gets gay with her” she is to puil armed only with a shotgun. On his
! way back a big bull moose b rred the
tbe revolver and blaze away.
With the profoundest respect for the way. Nelson fired both barrels of his
female shootist from Colorado, we shotgun into the moose and thea ran for
think that the now cult will hardly be the nearest tree. The moose rushed
come popular down here ;n Maine. In upon the hunter with a bellow of rage
the first pla :e, the average worn n has that echoed through the forest.
The limb upon which Nelson had
too much regard for the average man to
shoot him without a hearing. To be perched was only teu feet from the
sure, a man is not so useful or so val ground and the moose, by rearing upon
uable now as he is in war times, but be his hind legs, could reach him and
is still handy at times for the purpose or struck at him with a pair of antlers
earning the money which the women heavy enough to knock over a tree.
spend. Then again, there are very few Seeing that he would be killed if he re
marriages—happy or otherwise - unless mained there, Nelson moved out on the
a man is one of the contracting parties. limb, which was higher from tbe ground
He may dwindle into a thing of no ac at its outer end, but his weight was too
count ss soon as the wedding breakfast much and the limb broke, letting him
is over, but for show purposes at the down directly upon the animal’ s nose.
church, a man is almost indispensable. To make things worse, his trousers be
And why should a woman seek to learn came caught in the limb so that he
how to shoot a revolver, while she has a could move neither one way or the other
far more deadly weapon at her disposal? and while he was entangled the moose
And by saying this we refer to the hat j oharged.
The moose missed the man, but his
pin of course. So long as a woman car
ries an assortment oi hat pins with her horns became entangled in the limb.
whenever she goes forth for a stroll, she With a mighty effort he wrenched the
Is absolutely safe from molestation of limb free and started off through the
any kind. Every man w o is acquainted woods carrying man and limb upon his
with the habits of women knows this to horns. By this time Nelsou had lost
be a fact, and most of them know it consciousness, but he was suddenly re
from sad experience. So why bring in vived by being plunged into the lake
the revolver at this advanced stage m which the moose was swimming.
By bolding firmly to the antlers, Nel
the emancipation of the sex? - E x 
son was able to keep bis seat and lift his
change.
Ma in e W oods solicits communications and
flsh and game photographs from its readers
When ordering the address of your paper
changed, please give the old as well as new
address.
If you want it stopped, pay to date and say
•o.
Maine Woods Information Bureau gives in 
formation on Summer Resorts and Fishing
and Shooting. Boston office, 147 Summer Si..,
with Boston Home Journal.
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Don’t forget that
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is waterproof and
proof.
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i
Headquarters for Senators, Rep
resentatives and Committees.
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Steam heat and electric lights
throughout. Call or write for terms.

H. E. CAPEN, Prop’ r.,
Augusta,
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At last one of the moose, the chal
lenger, appeared to have received his
death thrust, but as he fell Le made a
last rush upon his antagonist and their
horns became so locked that the victor
was imprisoned. In five minutes the
challenging moose was dead, and then,
having partially regained his strength,
Nelson finished the other with his hunt
ing knife.
Nelson obtained help on Sunday and
brought out the two moose, which were
at once shipped here.
The two were just in their full
strength, the tines on their antlers show
ing them to be four years old. They
are gracefully formed giants and weigh
in the neighborhood of 1,200 pounds
The flesh of the moose is greatly prized,
as the big animal is very wary and diffi
cult of capture, and his haunts in the
deepest woods make his capture and the
shipment of the carcass to market al
most impossible.
It is a rare thing that one hunter gets
two moose at a time, particularly under
the circumstances of this capture, as the
forest kings generally fight their battles
in haunts far from those visited by the
most intrepid hunter.—Maine Sports
man.

Once I went a flailin' with a man what had a
reel
An’ fancy hooks an’ catgut an’ a flsh pole
ma le o f steel
He neve: got a single bite from early until
late
Just ’cuz lie didn’t take no stock in spittin’
on th’ bait.
Yes he kin luff an, jeck, but where’s liis flsh
I’d like to know?
Oh, I guess lots o’ thibgs is true at some folks
say ain’t s o !
D’jever drop a horse hair into th’ watrin’ trough
An’ leave it there for weeks an ’ weeks ’thout
drainin’ o f it off?
An’ if you use a human hair they say it only
takes
Jes’ half as long,—but anyhow, it turns ’ em
into snakes!
An’ ef a feller don’t believe one-half the
things he hears
A darnin’ i eedle comes along an’ sews up
both his e a rs!
Our cook she’ s superstislius,—she’s scared as
anytin’
If someone splls a little salt of don’ t pick up
a pin,
An’ when I was a kid I’d walk dow n to th’
gate an’ hack,
An’ think that I was poisoned if my foot
stepped on a crack,
I know them things is silly—I cross my heart,
Id o—
But I guess lots o‘ things is so ’ at some folks
never knew I
- Burges Johnson in Everybody’s Magazine

The forests, lakes, ponds and
streams, the camps and lodges,
guides, game and game laws of
the great wi'derness.
a
ted, 100 pages. Price 26e. >v
Ma in k WOODS one year, $1.10.
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at this seas m of the yi
fishing in the world, b
free, outdoor life in
make a specialty o f
hunters. Write fo r information
THE MOUNT KINEO HOUSE, C,

BECKONS

JCJDKtNS, Manager, Kineo, Maine.

HUNTER! TRADER! TRAPPER!
TH E

STOR Y"

OF

TH E

GUN,

Is Told for the First Tim e in

American
Small Arms.
By Edward S. Farrow, Late United
States Army.
A s the author of “ Farrow’s Mili
tary Encyclopedia” “ Camping on
The only publication o f its kind in the the trail,” “ West Point,” etc., Mr.
world. A Journal of Information for Hunt
ers, Trappers and Traders. Contains 64 or Farrow has long been recognized as
more pages each month on the fo llo w in g :
Building Deadfalls, Setting Steel Traps. Bait an authority upon all things pertain
ing Traps, New Ways to Capture Sly Animals, ing to military matters.
His latest
Night Hunting Dogs, Growing Ginseng, Lon
don Raw Fur Sales, Raising Skunk and work, “ American Small Arm s,’ is
Other Animals, Letters from Old Hunters and a veritable encyclopedia of knowlege
Trapoers, etc.
Subscription, $1 a year; single copy, 10c. j! about the gun.
It gives the com
Trial subscription, five months, only 26c.
Special offer, MAINE WOODS an d Hunter- plete history of all varieties of Small
Trader-Trapper both on e year, $1.60
Arms that have been made in the
Address, HUNTER - TRADER - TRAPPER,
United States since its settlement by
Galllpolis, Ohio.
the Colonists, and its descriptive text
is profusely illustrated by diagrams
and models showing the progress of
American Arms up to the present
day.
If you are interested in guns, if
backed by the general law of average you own a gun, you ever use a gun,
proves that the first appearance of you cannot afford to be without, this
book. It is the only work of its kind
an advertisement does not bring
in the world.
business nor even create much curi
Price $5.00 sold only by subscrip
osity. It costs little to advertise n tion.
M aine W oods . A trial (one time)
M A IN E W O O D S,
insertion for business advertising is
a waste of money. If you go in,stay
Phillips,
.
.
.
Maine
in and it will pay you. “Keeping
everlastingly at it” is the only’ way
to success.
In continuity is strength. In dis
connection is failure. Few people
buy anything the first time they hear
IN T H E
about it. There is not a solitary

Experience

case where intermittent advertising
has brought returns compared with
that from continuous advertising—
that everlasting pounding away at
the public day in and day out.

M A IN F
Phillips,

-
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Maine.
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Modern Rifle

FROM

TH E

F ir es

Wilderness
B Y lE.

W . BURT.

A book of valuable information
for campers and sportsmen with an
account of travels and adventures in
wilds of Maine, New Brunswick
and Canada.
Price #1.10 postpaid.
Camp Fires in the Wilderness
and M a in e Woods i year for $2.00.
dd 10s,
M A IN E W O O D S ,

Shooting.

Phillips,

A M E R IC A N

-

Maine.

Two Papers, $ 1.5 0 .
M a in e W oods readers, who want

S T A N D P O IN T .

to subscribe for M a i n e W oodsman ,
1Y

LE

W

G. HUDSON,

i$ a standard work that is
much in demand.
Price $1.00. Postage 10c.
Shooting, eanoelng andj camera parties
sale by
taken. Address,

Mrs J. S. Freese Registered Guide.

I’he place was not large and I was filled |wiH take ten passengers with their b a g -! up a neighboring brook until dusk.

BY OKO. N. VAN DYKE.

HUNTING

C amp

Superstishns.

Maine.

Phillips. Maine.
Gam elanus of M aine.

The unfortunate hunter, held fast by
his clothing, was banged from side to
side, dashed against trees and mangled
by the clashing horns, until finally the
cloth gave way and he was pitched high
in the air, landing in the bushes 25 feet
away. There, bruised, cut and bleed
ing, he lay, unable to rise, and for an
hour watched the com b it between the
rival kings of the forest.

«

Maine Woods Information Bureaa,

EVER

THE
W
head above water. Death seemed near, S
M
for the lake was two miles across and I
the moose was swimming the widest ■
1

But the worst was to come. Scarcely
had the moose, with his burden of man
and branch, reached the opposite shore
of the lake, wheu there appeared an
other and a larger moose, full of fight.
The second moose barre the way and
at once a battle began, which, says Nel
son, beggared description.
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A I N E ’S H U N T I N G and F I S H 

B I L L Y S O U L E ’S ?
Haines La n d in g , - ^ a l n e .

“ INFALLIBLE.”

Riverton,

Free

IN G R E G I O N S ; descriptive circu
outside the State House.
Rooms
are being engaged daily by leading lars of hotels, camps and summ er
legislators. Now is the time to en
reports ot all kinds, time-table*, list
gage headquarters for the opening
week.
of guides, etc., can be obtained fr ee

:

The Grand American
Handicap Winner.

Information....

The center of legislative activity

cold-

Ideal Powder
ducks and geese

Sportsm an’s

our weekly local paper, can have it
very at 50 cents a year in addition to their
M a in e W oods subscription. This
For makes both papers cost only $1.50
' year.

M A IN E W O O D S, Phillips, Me.

M aine W oods, Phillips, Me.

A I than $1000” was too much to risk, so j F. H. H A firi, P rop’r., R a n geley, Me

M AINE

Hunters and
Trappers Attention.

LL PERSONS WISHING BEST METHODS
for trapping foxes and all fur bearing
Aanimals
by water, land and snow methods

I have not been in the fur business 40 years
but I am not to blame for that as I am not
that old. Rut below I think you will And
some prices that will Interest you. I will pay
for prime well hand ed skins until Jan. 16th
as follow s; i e., for Maine, Canada and East
ern fur:
Mink, large, medium and small,
$5.50
Red Fox, larg\m edium and small,
32i
Coon, large and medium,
1.50
Coon, small,
1.25
Skunk, black,
1.75
Skunk, £ Stripe,
'
1.10
Skunk, full Stripe,
.65
You can see that on the mink and fox there
is no chance to skin you on the sort and I
will guarantee to give you the best sort on
skunk that you ever had. If you are afraid
to trust me with your shipments send them
by express C. O. D. and I will give you the
prices that I quote.

After trying other trapping methods with
out success, try mine. 1 will show you the
right w'ay for a small sum,
W m . p . Tow nsend , West Buxton, Me.

RALPH E DEAN,
Lawrenceville, St. Law. Co., N. Y.
References, Wm. Hawley, postmaster; Fred
Shepard, State Grange Lecturer. Lawrence
ville, N. Y., St. Law. Co.

W h y do all
professional
Trappers insist
on having the
Newhouse Trap ?
They

want

Fur.
Address for free Catalog,

O N EID A

C O M M UN ITY,

On e id a , N. Y.
Send 25 cents for The Trapper’s
Guide by S. Newhouse, telling how
to catch all fur bearing animals and
cure their skins, with complete direc
tions how to live in the woods.

(no fraud ) write f< r stamp
Norton, Kings Co., N\ B.

W m . B ro w n ,

TRAPPERS.

running fox wiil be likely to go. A snow
drift along a fence, or st ne wall, makes
a good run for a fox, also a crossing be
tween two fields or openings. It is at
some of these places that the hunter ex
pects to be standing when the fox comes
along.
The tricks of the fox to avoid the
hound are many. They will run along
a log and jump far away to one side,
making a break at an angle In the trail,
that often costs the bound several min
utes to repair. They will even walk on
the tcp rail of a fence for a long dis
tance, then make a great leap to one
side, and often goiug a short distance,
sit down on a knoll and watch how the
trick works, instead of using the time in
putting distance between the bound and
itself.
Some of the foolish things that foxes
do, is to start for the nearest bunch of
bushes as soon as caught in a trap. The
grapple !s sure to hold them fast as soon
as they touch a bush. In the same
spirit, it seems, they will often take to
a hole in the ground, when pursued by
running half the time.
At times, it is better footing for the
hound than it is for the fox. When
there is a foot of light snow the long fur
of the fox will often collect balls of
snow, while the hound with shorter
hair, plunges through the snow with
little difficulty. Ordinarily though, the
fox being much lighter than the hound
it has a great advantage on the deep
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both out, and the fight begins in
earnest.
A twelve pound fox, born and bred to
combat, is not a foe to be scorned, >nd
for a few minutes there is a lively tim*\
It often gets a bold on the hound some
where about the head and for a time it
will look as though the hound
going to get the worst of it. But it lie
lacks in agility, be has a great advantage
in strength and weight and sooner or
later he will get a hold and then it is
good by fo x ; the bones crack and crunch
and then he walks away to nurse )>i.lacerated nose and ears, leaving the fox
a crumpled mass.

PHILLIPS HAS A BOY TRAPPER.
Loy Hackett Catches Mink and
Muskrats In Village.
Fnr Record of Avon Men For the

5

S P O R T S M E N ’S SUPPLIES.

S P O R T S M E N ’S SUPPLIES.

PETLRS CARTRIDGES and LOADED SHELLS
afford more real, genuine satisfaction, and'give better actual results than those ol
any other make. Peters Rifle and Pistol Ammunition is loaded with Semi-smoke
less powder, which insures unquestionable superiority over black powder goods,
Peters Shotgun Ammunition includes SEVEN different shells, each the best o f
its kind. Peters “ ideals” were used by the winner of the Amateur Championship
of the United States in 1903. New York was recently added tol the list of Stats
Championships won with Peters Shells this year.
wkbw

Past Seven Years.
Loy Hackett of Phillips, aged 14, ha1
T H E P ETER S C AR TR ID G E C O M P A N Y,
made quite a sucoess of trappirg this
year.
N e w Yo rk : t ?H.^Keiier,Manager.
C i n c i n n a t i , U. S . A,
He uses No. 2 muskrat traps and those
who know his methods say he goes at
the business like an old veteran.
He doesn’ t take the trouble to go out
side of Phillips village, either. His LONG HUNT AFTER A MOOSE. open air. Fearing to make a fire lest
the moose should be driven away, ths
line of traps are set along a little stream
hunters suffered so much from the ex
near Bangs’ s island in the village.
The Retreat of a Wounded Bull
treme cold that they had but little sleep
Loy has caught a mink and 25 musk
Protected by His Mate.
and had to keep moving about in order
rats.
One of the most remarkable moose to maintain circulation.
The amount of fur canght by A. B. hunts ever reported has just terminated
As soon as the first glimmering of
Morton and J. S. Savage of Avon for at Talbot station on the line of the daylight enabled them to see the traoks
the past seven years is as follows:
Quebec and Lake St. John railway about of the moose, they were off again in hot
1898—25 fox, 27 skunk, 2 mink, 4 65 miles north of this city.
pursuit At one time the trail led them
coon.
P. McCall and J. Carter of Grand across the Batiscan river, but they were

The accompanying illustration which depicts a t jj ical camping scene of the Maine woods gives an excellent idea ci what sort of an exhibit is to be made for Maine in the coming New Y oik Sportsmen’ s
Show. Mr. Harry A Chapman of. Bangor who has sole charge of the Maine exhibit this year has certainly planned a very unique and striking exposition of Maine’ s vacation attractions and there.is no donbt
but wba Maine’ s exhibit will “ show up” to splendid advantage among the other attractions at Madison Squaie Garden next February.
Requests for advertising space in the Sportsmen’s Official Handbook which will be distributed at the Maine exhibit, are already coming in from all sections of the state to therecretary, Fred H. Clifford of
Bangor. It is important however, that the Maine camp own ers and guides w K have not already spoken fcr advertising space in this book should do so at once since the time is now short before ktfce book
will go to press. The fact must be borne in mind that an advertisement in this Handbook will not only get one in touch with the most desirable class of sportsmen and vacationists, but at the sam? time will
insure financial support for the Maine exhibit since whatever profit is made from the bock will go toward defraying the general expenses. Maine certainly deserves a big and glorious show at New York, and
with loyal and liberal support the good old state will be represented by an exposition of which all it’ s citizens and friends may well be proud.

TRAPS AND TRAPPERS.

snow.
In a good hea thy day’s hunt, the
hunter will probably travel ten miles.
Fox Hounding.
The hound will go much further ani at
Special correspondence to Ma in e W oods .
times e nearly out of hearing.
R a n 6 ELk y , J a n . 2, 1905.
In hounding foxes, the service of an
Probably there rs no sport that appeals experienced fox hunter is indispensable.
more strongeley to a sportsman than fox He will be able to foretell just where
hounding.
the fox will go, and manage to have
It always seemed to me that to make some one there to receive it when it
it perfect, the hunters should ride a conies along
good horse; but of course here in Maine
When a hound comes up and finds
where fences and timber is so often en that the fox has been shot, it often cares
countered the horse might be a nuisance so little for it that it will hardly ta’ e
instead of a luxury. The two first nec the trouble to smell of it, but while it is
essary articles, :s a gun that will handle alive, the case is very different.
B. B. shot well, and a good dog.
When a fox is driven into a hole, the
The dog, needs to be both well bred hunter usually digs it Out unless
and properiy rained. The fox hound the ground is badly frozen or ledgey.
and rabbit hound are said to be both During this performance the hound is
one and the same, but the difference is very much alive. It will dive into the
in the training. When they are taught hole at every opportunity and tear out
which they are expected to run, they roots with its teeth and earth with its
will hang to the track and follow, till forward feet. The hound is let into the
nearly dead from fatigue.
hole as soon as it is enlarged enough to
A hound cannot follow a fox track admit him.
that is many hours old, on bare ground
Crowbar, pick and shovel, is used to
But they can follow those as old as is break down and follow back till the fox
practical to follow. On snow where they is driven to the extreme end of the hole,
run much by eight, they will, unless well when it is enlarged enough to admit the
trained, follow a track so old that the hound. Then the battle begins.
fox will never be started. The hound
Fox hunters seem to think it is their
starts off, bellowing dubiously, and its sacred duty to let the hound have the
master can tell to a certainty, about bow honor of killing the fox. It is usually a
fresh the track is by the tone of the sorry job for the hound. The fox has
hound’ s voice. For a mile or two there the advantage of being on the defense,
may be little of interest other than keep and when the hounds nose comes with
ing along on the high places and cal in reach, it fastens to him with a set of
culating where the fox will eventually leng, sharp teeth with which few an
go. It is usually started from a bed, imals arejbetter provided. Some hounds
where it is sleeping away the day after a endeavor to drag out the fox by its own
nlght’ B ramble, and the hun'er knows at bold, while others will howl with pain
once by the hound’s voice when the fox till the fox loosens its hold and then go
has started anew.
for it again.
Then the fun begins.
When it is found that the hound has a
Every experienced fox hunter knows hold on the fox, the hunters seizes it by
f all the places in his looality where a
e tail, or hind legs and huala them

1899— 27 fox, 4 mink, 2 skunk, 1 coon. Mere discovered a bull moose early last
Monday morning after following his
1900— 25 fox, 4 mink, 4 skunk.
1901— 28 fox, 2 mink, 2 ccon, 7 skunk. tracks for a considerable distance. Then
1902— 29 fox, 2 coon, 2 mink, 9 skunk. they saw that he was accompanied by a
1908—11 fox, 7 mink, 7 coon, 3 skunk. female almost as large as himself.
1904-24 fox, 1 coon, 3 mink, all
Often, before getting within g iod,
•aught in traps.
safe rifle shot of the bull ttie hunters
Messrs. Morton and Savage will show could easily bavo killed the cow. It
anyone their method and the secret for would almost have teemed that she
was aware of ihe fact that she was pro
$5.
tected by the law of the ’ and, which
im loses a fine ot $100 pen* ty upon any
one killing a female moose, so dan
Every winter, woodsmen in Maine de
gerously close did she remain to the
vote more or less time to gathering
hunters, and so constantly d L she
spruce gum for the market. This win
harass them during the chase.
ter there are fewer men engaged in the
After following ihe pair for consider
business than usual, as the gum is not
plentiful enough to make the business able distance the hunters succeeded in
pay as it once did, notwithstanding that placing a bullet in tbe body of the bull,
prices paid by jobbers is high. First- but without striking any vital part of
class gum from the Maine woods is the animal’ s anatomy, though for some
worth $1.75 in Bangor to the gum pick time bis course was marked by a stream
er. The retailer gets 15 cents an ounce of blood. Probably because he was uot
for it and the price is increasing each alone, but had the safety of his mate to
consider, as well as his own, or it may
year.
be because he did not care to face two
assailants at the same time, tbe wound
ed moose did uot turn upon his foes, as
Frank J. Durgin of The Forks, one of so many of these animals do when
the well known and efficient game war wounded at close quarters.
dens of the state, was in Augusta last
Both moose made off a first at a very
week on business connected with the rapid rate, but finally came upon a lo
fish and game department. Mr. Durgin cality where the snow was so deep that
has contributed a number of specimens their course was greatly impeded. The
to the museum of the department, hfs hunters found no difficulty whatever
latest contribution being the black bear in following the two moose but when
which arrived a few weeks ago and ever they approached them the cow, as
which now shares on* of the northwest if fully understanding the wounded con
windows of the i -oru,.in company with dition of her mate, would turn upon the
a fierce looking but absolutely, harmless hunters and keep them at a safe*dis
wild-cat. Warden Durgin came down tance until the weakened bull had been
from Bingham, Dec. 20 and in speaking able to gain another start. She simply
of the weather the day before, said that stood in their path and barred the way.
in that section of the country, that
At nightfall, when the hunters were
morning, it was 24 degrees below zero, no longer able to maintain it for want
which was only two degrees colder than of ability to follow the trail in the dark,
it was on Water street.
hey were obliged to camp out in the

••■mat's an ngne," says neri; " DUl'h e n o w ? Was he alive or dead? Sure- Ifory or workshop, you need one of our QmoIIii* Engine*.
_
,
a
| 1
.
_ Portable or stationary, horizontal and vertical engmee, aU
rhen 1 oD en fire vou want to look out _
1__1—a hl „
A™in 1 1ri_— •
r » A <■'«
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fortunate enough to pick it up again
near the opposite shore and shortly be
fore nightfall on Tuesday they bad the
satisfaction of having their persistency
rewarded by a glimpse of the animals
still traveling together the bull evidently
very much exhausted from loss of blood.
As they lessened the distance between
them and their quarry, the plucky cow
could not cover the fire from both of
them and one mo e shot brought the
handsomely an'.lered moose to the
ground.
Then and not till then, did the cou r
ageous survivor of the pair plunge into
the woods and beat a hasty retreat. The
hunters estimate that the moose must
have led them a chase of at least from
30 to 40 miles.
An interesting incident occurred re
cently at the fiih and game department.
Commissi cner Carletoo was sitting at
his desk when some visitors entered the
room, among them a man who wore the
blue of the Togus veterans. Visitors
are so many at the department that but
little notice is taken of their coming as
the majority of them come in, look the
specimens of fish and game over, and go
out, without interviewing the people in
charge of the office. Mr. Carleton kept
on with his work aud had forgotten the
visitors altogether, when he was sur
prised by the man in blue, who stepped
up in front of the desk and asked: “ Is
Corporal Carleton in here?” The com 
missioner did not reoognize the speaker
as anyone he had ever seen, but on learn
ing the man’s name, which was Plaisted,
he recalled that his visi'or was once a
drummer, boy in his company during
the Civil war, Co. E. 82d Maine Infantry
and was a left-handed drummer boy, at
that.^The two men had not seen one
another for 40 years, and the meeting
was a pleasant one.

Iphillins,
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ing four year old owned by L, A. Worth- What Shall We Do With Hunters
ley.
______
Maine people who had occasion to go
Dr. Bell of Strong has a fine yearling into the woods began to feel easier the
by Cresset dam, by Shooting Star.
morning of Dec. 15, that the hunting
Mr. L. A. Wortkley of Avon has some season on deer was closed till the 1st of
very promising colts, a four year old by October, 1905. The secure teeling was
St. Croix 2.14rf, 1st dam by Onward little of short duration for within a week we
mare and can show fast on the trot. Mr. read of a man in Athens, Engene San
Worthiey Las owned lots of good horses ford, being taken for a rabbit, shot by
but thinks this mare is the best one be gunners and his leg broken.
has owned and looks for her to beat 2.20
One man suggests that no man should
when matured. A yearling colt owned be allowed to carry a gun or rifle in the
by Mr. Worthley is a rich chestnut in state of
aine unless he can pass a satis
color, weighs 820 lbs , stands 15 hands, factory examination.
Some questions
and can show as well as any yearling we
suggested:—
Mr. L. H. Hackett of New Vineyard have seen. He was sired by Phillips
Can you tell a man from a moose?
b a t a good acting stallion by Likewise, 2 26%, 1st dam by Harry Lambert, 2nd
Can you tell a man from a deer?
Can you tell a man from a rabbit?
dam by Wedgewood.
3.191, dam by Black Monitor.

Horses In Franklin County.

A great many Maine Woods readers
like to buy a Maine carriage horse once
in a while and we have known of sev
eral sales being made as a result of
items that appeared in Maine W oods.
The folio wing will doubtless be found
o f interest:
Ms. L. B. Hamlin of Dryden has the
stallion Wilson Boy by the Bings horse,
gray, weighs 1,480 pounds, stands 16
hands and the road horse Prince by son
o f Grayson, dam a mare of Messenger
blood, weighs 900 pounds, stands 15.1
hands.
____

Can you tell a man from a mouse?

Henry Feendel of F armington has the
stallion Monitor Wilkes, trial 2.30, by
Black Hawk, by Aloantara, dam by
Black Monitor. This norse gets some
very high class horses and some of his
get have sold for good money for gentle
men’s drivers. Mr. Feendel has a good
paoing mare by a sou of Nelson, dam
by Whalebone Knox.

Hoa L. T . Carleton, chairman of the ,
fish and game commissioners, takes L. C. t
Bateman to task for making the statement (
that “ the man did not live who was able (
to get a dollar of remuneration out of the |
state for damage done to crops by wild (
gam e.” Mr Carleton gives the names of (
persons who have been paid various sums j
and says : “ Forty eight claims were filed (
for damage in two years ; 23 have been ^
allowed; seven are unadjusted, having
been made after the crops were harvested ,
— too late for anyone to see and appraise |
the damage ; the balance were Jound to .
be without merit.”

D isclosing the haunls and habit:*
o f the popular sportiny fishes, and
-10

h a itv

itv Is

a n d 1 fick le

Booming Canadian..Resorts.

AMERICAN w ill
PEDOMETERS

n i

Rangeley and Megantic districts,
very large,
50c
Moosehead and Aroostook dis
tricts,
50c
Millinocket and Munsungan lakes,
$1.00
Maine, Northern, for sportsmen
and lumbermen,
25c
Franklin County,
50c
Oxford County,
50c
Somerset County,
50c
Aroostook County,
50c
Piscataquis County,
50c
Washington County,
50c
Outline map of Maine, 30x36 in. $1.00
Geological map of Maine,
35c
R. R . map of Maine,
35c
U. S. map, size 18x29,
50c
Androscoggin county,
35c
Cumberland county,
35c
Hancock County,
50c
Kennebec County,
33c
Knox County,
33c
Lincoln and Sagadhoc Counties, 35c
Penobscott County,
30c
Waldo County,
33c
York County,
33c
L O T T E D T IM B E R L A N D S .
Aroostook County, section plans
Nos. 3, 4 and 5, from Grand
Lake to Fort Kent,
30c
Hancock County, section plan
No. 2, ^
50c
Penobscot County, section plans
Nos. 3 and 4,
$1.00
Piscataquis County, section plans
Nos. 1. 3 and 6,
$1.35
Somerset County, section plan
No. 6, and Franklin Co. map,
$ 1.00
Washington County, section plan
Nos. 2 and 3,
|r.oo
Oxford County section, see O x
ford county map
30c
Postage paid upon .receipt of price
M A IN E W O O D S , Phillsps, Maine

ACCIDENTAL

SHOOTING

IN T H E G A M E S E A S O N .
B Y JO H N F R A N C IS S P R A G U E .

The best treatise on this subject
that has ever been published. A
neat and attractive booklet.
Sent
to any address for 20c.
Address
M a i n e W o o d s , Phillips, Maine.

SPORT

-

- INDEED
t BY

TH O M AS

M A R T IN D A L E .

A graphic description of camp life
in

Maine,

finely

illustrated

from

photographs by the author.
A book every woods lover should
have.

Price $ i . 5 o,

additional.
12.50.

With

Pottage 14c

M aotk

W oods

Address

WOODS*

M A IN E

Phillips,

The plaoe was not large and I was filled |will take ten passengers with their b a g - u p a neighboring brook until dusk.

Q Price 2SCts.

The Grand Trunk Railway system has completed ;
MAifNfc WOODS,
arrangements for an extensive exhibit at the Sports
Phillis,
Hal ne.
men’s Show, to be held in Madison Square Garden,
New York, from February aist to March 9th, 1905.
A most desirable space, covering a floor area of 5oo |
M A P S .
square feet and a wall space in the pavillion that will be j
erected of about 1,500 feet has been secured. The j
exhibit will consist of ish and game and other features ,
M a i n e W o o d s has frequent en
of interest to sportsmen aud the lovers of forest life ,
and Canadian haunts for the hunter and angler will be j quiries for maps of the fishing re
exploited. From the great interests that is taken each , gions of the state e c., and we can
year in this attractive exposition, it is expected that the
furnish the following Maine M aps:
attendance the coming season will reach at least one
Rangeley and Megantic districts, 25c
hundred aud fifty thousand people.

A very handseme stallion colt by Al- 1
— Oxford Advertiser.
clayone 2.20J, dam by Harry Knox, is
owned by Mr. Dexter Beedy of Phillips.
Hon E . E. RiDg of the Commission
This eolt is only two years old, weighs
of
Forestry, left Friday, for Washington,
1C60 I js., stands 15.3 hands, chestnut in
color and resembles his sire very much D. C., to attend the American Forest
Congress, which will be held in that city,
in general makeup. 1
Jan. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, 1905, under the
Will Miller of Auburn has just sold to American Forestry Association. Dele
Jaok Lyons, the well known buyer for gates will be received in a body at the
Mr. R. 8. Johnson of Strong has a Widener, tbe Philadelphia millionaire,
President’s New Year’s reception at the
good acting gelding by Grayson, dam two nice pairs of horses, one pair a
White House. At this session the openby Shooting Star that stands 16 handp, cross matched team, a brown and chest
To Core a Cold In One Day
weighs 1,160 pounds. This mare is a nut roan, stood 15.3 bands, that could ning address will be by President Roose
Sake Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets All
velt,
the
subject
being
“
The
Forest
in
very high actor and can trot fast. She ct high and 6tep well and very ttyiish.
druRgisM refund the money It it tails to cure
W. W Grove’s signature le on each box. !£c
has been bred to Cresset and should The other was the little brown, 15.1 the Life of a Nation.”
produce something good.
bands, could step high at both ends and
Big Game In Maine.
Bradford Sewall ot Farmington has a could step 2 50 shot to pole. This is
That Maine’ s reputation as a prolific territory for big game was well sustained
very promising filly, four years old, by the team that attracted much attention
Alolayoue, dam by Dr. Franklin 2.31, and won the blue ribbon for best during 1994 is shown by the following table of shipments from various stations on
bay stands 16.3, weighs 1,050 and a 8- matched and best act ng pair at our last the Bangor & Aroostook railroad.
Total
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
year-old by St. Croix 2.14J, dam by Al- State fair and without any question tney
©
©
©
.
m
t
m
®
fra ®
clayone, is a fast natural trotter and Mr. were the bast matched and highest act
®
®
£
g
Shipped
from
©
c
a; O
© 0
g s
Sewail has a fine herd of thoroughbred ing ream in the state.
q
a
q
a
p
a
o
a
Herefords.
22
Mr. George Church of Rangeley has a Van Buren
22
11 6
3
6 4
Earle L. Kingsley of Strong has a good three year-old by Alclayone, Jr., Stockholm
2
2
11 1
1
8
very handsome colt by black Ledo 2.28i dam by Nelson 2.09, stands 15.2% Caribou
2
1
27 6
4
13 4
dam by the Weeks horse, a dapple gray, hands, weighs 1,C40 pounds and is a Presque Isle
10
2
5
3
2
weighs 1,000, stands 15.3 hands, trotter good acting colt.
Easton
8 1
2
1
and can step well.
6
Souvenir is a well bred, natty acting Mars Hill and Blaine
4
8
1
Mr. Henry Richards, the blacksmith gelding, owned by W. A. Tibbetts of Robinsons
II
2
3
6
at Strong, has a slippery acting two- Rangeley, sired by Woodbrino, dam by Monticedo
12
12
year-old by Lucerro, dam by Black Higbfawu, stands 15 bands and weighs Bridgewater
5 1
2
1
8
Ludlow
950 pounds.
Ledo.
______
23 4
2
1
15
3
6
Oakfield
A. G. Eustis of Strong has a fine
Mr. L. E. Bowley of the Mountain Island Falls
61
3
26
32
three-year-old by Lucerro, dam by View, Rangeley, has a good prospect by
143
5
188
Crystal
Black Monitor, stands 15.2, weighs 1,000 Johnnie Wilkes, 2.17%, dam by Snoot
68
7
S3
28
Sherman
pounds, trotter, goes with high action ing Star, six years old, stands 15.2
309 30
87
1
157 19
115 10
Patten
and Mr. Eustis intends to train her an bands, weighs 975 pounds, can step a
111 12
19
70 7
22 6
Slaoyville
other season.
2 SO gait on the trot, goes without check
152 1
27
65 1
60
Grindtsone
74 2
52
1
Mr. J. A. Blake of Farmington has a or boots and is a very stylish, handsome Millinocket
13
1
9
814 10
40
3
pair of St. Croix colts, 2,000 pounds, horse. Mr. Bowley also has the good Noroross
184 5
90
11
15
77 1
15.2 hands that make one of the slickest mare Lucy by The Serf, 15.1% hands, West Sebois
44
1
' 18
weighs 975 pounds This mare is fast
108 3
teams >n Franklin county.
13
41
1
49
2
Schoodio
and a good actor and hitches well with
152 5
38
46
3
73 2
Kata Lidin Iron Works
Mr. A. E. Horn of Farmington has a ihe Johnnie Wilkes colt.
13 9
6
1
8
8
Brown
ville
Junction
nice little mare by St. Croix, 2.14$, dam
73 1
16
34
23
1
A
fine
colt
owned
in
Rangeley
is
tbe
Brownville
by Daniel Boone, 900 pounds, 15.1 hands
21 2
3
10
2
8
bay two-year-old stallion Merwin by Milo
and can Btep a 2 40 gait on the trot.
44
1
771 11
434
6
293
4
Johnnie Wilkes 2.17i, dam, the dam of Greenville
One of the best sons of Gen. Knox I Gene D, 2 12, by Koohinor, weighs 900 Shir’ ey
65 4
8
1
39
3
18
that ever stood in Maine was the stal j pounds, stands 15 bauds and can step Blanchard
41
1
24
80 1
15
lion Black Monitor that is proving such fast on the trot. This coit will have a Mouson
19
5
7
7
a sire of brood mares. While he has good wintering and next season will Monson junction
4
2
2
no standard performers it is not strange, start in some of the colt races. He is Abbott Village
3
2
1
as his get were a 1 large and good actors owned by Mr. Gilman and trained and Guilford
5
5
.k,
and were all picked up before they were managed by Mr. S. Schofield, the popu Sangerville
2
2
handled any for speed, Black Monitor lar tousorial artist of that town.
3
11
8
Foxcroft
was a handsome black st Dion weighiug
7
7
So. Sebeo
Mr. W. S. Lovejoy of Rangeley has
1100 lbs. and staudin 15 3 hands, one
2
3
1
Milo Junction
of the most perfect horses in conform* a nice big mare by Messenger Wilkes, Boyd Lake
1
1
tion ever foaled with the finest feet and 2.19, stands 15^, weighs 1,050 pounds. La Grange
4
2
4
1
9 2i
legs, went with very fine action and had Tnis mare is owned jointly by Richard So. La Grange
2
4
3
7 2
lots of natural speed. The first time he son and Lovejoy and is in charge of Mr. Alton
4
1
3
8
was ever hooked to a sulky he trotted a Lovejoy, who will train and race her. Fort Kent
4
5
21
26 5
mile in 2.40, iast half in 1 16. This This mare is a good actor and can brush Eagle Lake
2
2
horse with a season’s training could have a 2 30 gait handily. Mr. Lovejoy shoes Winterville
1
3
3
7
trotted in 2.25 or better. As a two year alt the speed and is an artist in his line. MoNally
1
1
old Mr. W. T. Hinds, bis breeder, re
15
15
1
1
81 1
Portage
Mew Vineyard Horse Notes
fused $2000 and as a four yeir old he re
28
1
39
7
18
1
85 9
New Vineyard has a few good horses Ashland
fused $4000 for him which shows that
9
125
70
12 289 50
484 71
Masardis
worthy of notice.
he must have been exceptionally prom
15
19
6
40
J. P. Look generally has a good horse St. Croix
ising. He was sired by Gen Knox 2.81,
20
SO
2
50 2
or two on hand and he has now a fine Howe Brook
and his dam was a two year old son of
4
2
32
3
1
27 5
Wilkes mare and a 4 years-old by Black Weeksboro
the noted thorough bred h rse Hogath.
6
10
5
2
18 5
Smyrna Mills
Ledo.
This
colt
stands
15.3
and
is
a
The breeding c f the dam was accident
good one. Mr. Look recently sold a
al as it was not intended to breed her
62
1816
1088
101 651 59 8552 222
Total game shipped,
fine horse by Prescott, Jr., dam by Red
dam to the son of Hogath and the mat*
ing occurred while running in the pas wood. This w»* a fine act ng horse and
ture, and we think the thoroughbred it is understood brought a high prioe.
Hon. Geo. D. Clark has a fine 4-yearsblood that Black Monitor gets through
his dam explains his success aB a sire of old by Prescott, Jr. This oolt stands
brood mares. His second dam was by 15.3, weighs 1,100 pounds, dark bay in
color, has plenty of action and is with
Old Eaton and accounts for the style and
out
doubt oue of the best carriage horses
road ing qualities so noticeable in his
in Maine.
get. There are at present a large number
Archie Pratt has a three years-old
of young colts out of Black Monitor
dams owned in the Northern part of standing 15$ bands, also by Prescott, Jr.
This colt is a solid bay with plenty of
Maine and if they do not make turf his action and is a good one .
tory it will be something very strange.
Dr. Turner has some colts by Like
wise and Gov. Banton that promise
C.
E. Richards of Freeman has a nice
well. —Turf, Farm and Home.
three year old by Dolbier’s Nelson, dam
by Mountain Ledo, weighs 1000 lbs.,
stands 15.8 hands, goes on the trot and
can step well. He also has a good yearl
ing by Teddy Roosevelt.
Mrs. G. S. Budge, of Lee, Me., Box
Mr. W. T. Hinds of Phillips has the 52, writes, on February 22, 1904:—
y o u
fine stallion Cresset 23426 by Lord Rns- Dear Sirs:—
100-Miiei
Carried like a
10-Mile
I have suffered with stomach trouble
sell 4, 677, dam Cremona by Princess.
Pedom
Watch Regulates PedomThiB horse is a bay, weighing 1000 lbs., for years and have tried several kinds
eter -1 1 5 0 s step of wearer
eter
of medicine, but never .found anything
stands 15.2.% bands, and trotted a mile that did much good until I tried “ L.
Number on dial represent miles. Hand points out
number of miles walked. Case of handsome nickel.
in 2.20 as a three year old. Mr. Hinds F.” Bitters. I cannot begin to tell you
If you play golf or hunt, walk for business or pleasure
—in search of health or for recreation, the walking is
also has a mare by Onward 2 25%, dam the good I received from the use of
made doubly interesting by carrying a Pedometer. At ?
by Country Gentleman, 2nd dam by one bottle.
your dealer or by mail on receipt of price,
It is easy to win your faith in “ L. F.”
i j, Fully guaranteed Write for booklet.
Erioson, 8d dam by Mambrino Chief.
Atwood’s Bitters after the first bottle.
The American Pedom eter Co.,
This mare weighs 1150, lbs., stands 16
If sick, why not get well? Commence
ooa WlaHey B u lld l-g .
New Haven Conn.
hands and is the dam of a very promis today. Try “L. F.” All stores have it.

The First Bottle of “ L. F.”
Worked Wonders

„

THE ANGLERS
ANNUAL.

.

.
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ADVENTURE. for your bead for I shall make it inter shouted his name with all my might,

T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .
T R A N S P O R T A T IO N .
but all was still. I drew my 44 revol
I stood there and watched the bears ver and discharged it three times in
TIM E - TABLE.
Border and Friend Make a Trip
nearly an hour and as I was only about quick succession but all to no purpose.
AND
to Tumbledown.
eight rods from them I wai getting I commenced to climb to the summit.
I
knew
not
what
else
to
do;
my
clothes
Special correspondence t o M a i n e W o o d s .
nervous aud the game was getting un
Monday, December 19, 1904.
easy; but presently I saw Curtis’ s head were wet with perspiration I w s
W est P h i l l i p s , Jau. 2, 1905.
Tw inty years ago brings us back to trying to get sight of the bears and at dizzy and exhausted; still I struggled
Time-Table December 10,1904.
Tr’n l Tr’n 3 Tr’n 5
the year 1884, whioh wa» to me quite an the same time he raised his hand as on. When halfway up the steep ascent
""f'he Only A11,Rail Route to Rangeley. The
Nort
h.
A. M. A . M P. M
I leaned against a great rock and shout
Shortest, Quickest and Easiest Route to all
eventful one. It was a peculiar winter; much as to say “ Let them come.”
points in the Dead River Region, Stratton
Curtis was about 20 rods from me and ed again. I listened but hark! did 1
and Eustls, giving ample time for Dinner or
the snow storms were light and fre
Supper at Greene’s Farm.
Farm ington,.......
11 00 12 10 4 4C
not
hear
a
faint
sound
or
was
I
mistak
quent rains, so that in January wagons I had worked to within four rods of the
EAST
So. Strong,...........
were used more than sleighs and at no animals. 1 climbed upon a rock about en? Again I shouted and stood almost
A. M. P. M. A. M.
P.
M.
P.
M
.
breathless,
save
the
beatings
of
my
own
No. 1 No. 8 No. I
Strong..................
time was the snow more than three feet six feet high and in sight of the black
Boston, E Div,
Lv
12 06 12 42 5 10
9H
“
W
Div,
deep, which is uncommon for tlaia part beauties, and slung my stone. As it heart. Yes, a human voice and that is
8M
P h illip s,..............
12 30 1 00 5 30
Bert’
s.
Then
he’
s
alive;
thank
God;
A.
M.
P, M.
of the country. The snowshoeing nearly struck within a few feet of them I gave
Portland,
8 30
13
U
every day during the winter was fine, a yell that could have been beard for a but where Is he?
P. M.
Tr’n 2 Tr’n 4 Tr’n 6
Farmington,
11 00
12
10
4
49
The
sound
was
so
strange,
so
stifled
Sout
h.
half mile around. You ought to have
the snow was so hard and solid.
A. M. A. M. P. M.
Phillips, ar
12 30
1 00
5M
Phillips, lv
How
2 00
I had made up my mind besides doing seen them make x break for the woods. and light, as if covered up.
Madrid,
2 30
Madrid Junction,
my farm obores to spend the most of my As I was in no danger, not being in strange, what could it mean? Again I
Phillips,..............
7 30 8 30 1 30
2 32
Reed’s
Mill,
2 40
time in the great No. 0 woods, where I range, I stood my ground and watched sprang up the great boulders and around
Sander’s Mill,
S trong,................
2 50
7 60 9 10 1 60
Redington,
them.
I
tried
to
shout
but
could
not.
3
20
used to make $2 and $3 per day gather the circus. For the life of me I could
Eustls Junction, lv
So. Strong,...........
3 40
Greene’s Farm, ar
ing spruce gum. There was at that not tell which end of the bears was for I fired another shot and was answered
4 20
Dead River Station, lv
Farm ington,......
820 10 00 2 20
3 45
time a young man boarding at my honse ward; so eager were they to get away by another not more than 20 rods above
Rangeley, ar
4 00
WEST
by the name of Bert Curtis, who was a that they tumbled down over the great me On looking I saw a little puff of
WESTON
LEWIS,
Pres.
F.
N.
BEAL,
8upt.
smoke
come
out
of
the
side
of
the
moon
A.
M.
A.
M. A. M.
born woodsman and a dead shot with a boulders.
No. 2 No. 4 No. f
tain.
Returning
to
the
spot
I
called
rifle. We soon struck up a bargain and
Rangeley, lv
While this was going on Cnrtis was
9M
Dead River,
9 IS
the next day we struck out to build a pumping lead below, but presently the “ Bert, is it you?” “ Yes,” says he, “ what
Greene’s Farm,
0 40
Eustls Junction, ar,
log camp in case we did n>t have time shooting ceased. I jumped from my there is left of me, bnt get me out of
•
M
Shortest and easiest route to Eustls and the Redington, lv,
0 44
to get back at night we coaid go to our high position and scrambled down the here.” “ How shall I do it?” I said.
•Sander’s Mill,
Dead River region.
10
M
•Reed’s Mill,
n is
plaoe of refuge, which we named the hill and found Bert trying to ejeot an “ Get that stone off the mouth of this
•Madrid Junction,
10 20
T I M H -T A B U B ,
•Madrid,
Crow’ s Nest. It was located on a spur empty shell that had stuck ia his rifle. hole so I can crawl out. Get a pry,”
10 28
Phillips, ar,
n os
In Effect December 1 9 ,1 9 0 4 .
of Jackson mountain three miles from As I nearei him he said he had got one said he. Going to the green woods I
P.
M.
Phillips, lv,
7 30
SOUTH.
AM PM
S 30
1 00
horns of easy access to either side of the and had commenced on the other when cut a stiff pry and returned to the spot.
Farmington,
8
20
10
00
t
so
Bigelow, lv
11 00 2 00
Portland,
12 20
mountain.
6 48
the head of the shell broke off and he I inserted the lever and could move the Carrahassett,
11 20 2 25
Boston, E Div, ar
4
00
0
05
stone
but
an
inch.
I
passed
a
thin
ar
11 45 3 00
We followed this business till the first oould not get the shell out. As his rifle
W Div, ar
4 06
AM AM PM
The American Express Co. transacts busi
of April. The going in the woods con was useless for the present we began to stone to him and told him to wedge np
lv
7 00 7 05 12 60
ness at ail points on line of Phillips A RteureFreeman, lv
7 05
12 56
tinuing good we made long tramps to the take ia the situation One bear lay the stone whan I pr ed it up By re *N.
lev railroad
‘
*Mt. Abram Jet., lv
7 36
•Flag Stations.
peating
this
many
times
we
had
suc
Salem,
7
20
7
45
1
10
four ponds and back to the Crow’ s dead, the other had taken to the woods
tStage
connections
for
Stratton
and
Rut
tic
♦Summit, lv
7 22 8 35 1 12
points in the Dead River region.
Nest at night. The next day we go to and on examining his tracks we found ceeded in raising the stone several *W. Freeman, lv
7 86
1 25
The
above
table
shows
the
time
that
train*
7 45 9 06 1 35
8outh Bog stream and home. Oue day that he was bleeding badly and was inches. I then got a stone for a ful Strong, ar
may be expected to arrive and depart from
NORTH.
AM AM PM
the several stations but is not guaranteed.
we went nearly to Byron settlement and hard hit. To follow him would be use crum and with Bert’s help behind we Strong, lv
8 15 10 00 5 12
Subject to change and correction without
succeeded
in
sending
the
stone
crashing
notioe.
*W.
Freeman,
lv
8
25
5
17
back to our nest at night. Oee day we less as we had no weapons. I told Cur
•Summit, lv
8 35 10 30 5 27
Fletcher Pope , General Manager.
down
the
mountain.
Bert
stuck
his
stood on the top of Jackson eating our tis that the bear would come back and
Salem,
8 40 10 35 5 35
D. F. F ield , Gen. Pass. & Ticket Agt,
head out as the stone tipped over and *Mt. Abram Jet., lv 8 45 10 40
noon lunch and admiring the scenery, we’d get him some other day.
•No. Freeman, lv
8 50
5 45
said, “ go to thunder, you never catch
( ar
9 CO 11 30 5 55
which to my mind is unsurpassed by
It was now past noon and we had me again.”
Klngfleld, 1
pm
any views I have seen in this section of business enough to take up the rest of
( lv
9 15 12 00
Carrahassett,
9 45 12 35
“
Now
Bart
how
come
you
to
get
into
[ In Effect October 1 0 ,1 9 0 4 .
Maine. Webb lake and the surrounding the day. On examining our dead bear
Bigelow, ar
10 15 1 06
•Flag stations. Trains stop on notice to
town of Weld lies at your feet. Ou the wa found we had a prize; it was a one- this scrape?” He said, “ that morning
conductor. iM ixed trains.
Trains leave Oquossoo for Rumford
west grand old Tumbledown mountain year-old and had the finest pelt I ever when you If ft home I made up my mind
Close connection Is made at Strong with
Falls, Lewiston, Portland and
trains to and from Phillips, Farmington, Port
I
would
go
up
and
get
that
bear.
I
Boston,
s.gQ * m
towered up far above us like a great saw, being as fine as fur. To take off
land and Boston.
Trains
due to arrive at Oqnossoo from
came
up,
took
his
trail
and
followed
Stage connection at Bigelow for Stratton
sentinel as if keeping guard over the t'i's pelt was no sma 1 task.
Boston. Portland, Lewiston and
him to the ledges. There was a squall and Eustls, at Carrabasset for Flagstaff and
Rumford Falls,
e.26 p a
whole surrounding country.
Casting
It was past 3 in the afternoon before of snow on the rocks and occasionally a Dead River.
GEO. M. YOSE. S U P E R IN TE N D E N T.
Through
Parlor Cars between Portland and
our eyes still farther westward the great we got started for home. O j our wav
Oquossoc during the Tourist Season.
lake and magnificent winding rivers, we crossed the other bear track and he drop of blood on the snow. I was two
Trains run daily except Sunday.
hours
lccating
him.
I
found
a
hole
R. C. Bradford, Traffic Man., Portland, M a.
ponds and minor lakes are all spread out wts heading back toward the mountain.
The
Time-table
o
f
the
E. L. Love jo y , Supt., Rumford, Falls, Me.
before us making a grand panorama He was bleeding as the track in the about 10 inches square. I got down and
with the gigantic chain of mountains snow showed. We are ure of him I looked in. It looked all right ia there
bordering the Canadas in the great be said to B?rt and perhaps there’s more and I began to crawl, shoving my rifle Rangeley Lakes Steamboat
ahead of me. I got in about ten feet
yond.
where they came from. We got to the
Arrangement o f Trains.
As we stood transfixed before this crow’ s nest before sunset so concluded and heard the old cuss growl, i thought |CompaD v will appear in this
IN EFFECT MONDAY, OCT. 10, 1904.
wonderful scene on all sides of as Bert to go home that night, where we arrived I oould take that out of him all right
and crawled along. At last I found him
broke the spell by saying, “ I want to go at 8.
Pullman Cab Skrviob.
space
early
in
May.
behind a corner in tbe wall and I tried
onto that monntain,” poincing to Tum
Pullman Buffet Parlor Cars between CarlIt was but a few mement’ s work for to shoot him but could not get the rifle
bou and Bangor on train leaving Caribou at
bledown; “ can’ t we go tomorrow?” I Bert to get tbe broken shell out of his
S. OOa m and Bangor at 3.15 p m . Sleeping
H H FIELD, Gen Man Car
on train leaving Caribou 4.10 p m. and
assented and we started the next morn rifle aud get it ready for the other bear. oa him as ke laid ont of sight and I
Bangor 3.55 a m .
oould not turn the gun on him, so I
ing at sunrise.
The next morning Bert was up before backed out and stood my rifle up against
TRAINS LEAVE BANGOR
Phillips, Maine.
The tramp was a hard one as it was the sun and seemed to have bear on the
3.56 A. M.—For and arriving at Mlllinocke*.
the
ledge
and
in
I
went
again
with
ray
6.40
a.
m.,
Houlton,
8.60 a. m.# Presoue Isle
most of the way up hill and steap and brain, but I did not feel like climbing
10.32 a. m., Fort Fairfield, 11.00 a. m., Caribou*
old 44 revolver. This time I had him
11.00 a. m. Van Buren 12.40 p m.
slippery and tiresome, besides Bsrt mountains and had business in a differ
7.00 A M.—For and arriving at Brownvlll®.
foul. 1 era vied up and put the muzzle
was a Lard boy to follow. As ws got to ent direction.
9.01 a m, Katahdin Iron Works 9.B0 a m, MillfJ
Bert Cnrtis said he of try revolver within a foot of his eye
nocket 10.25 a m, Patten li.50 a m,Ashland2 16
the top of Jackson indications were that would go out a little while that day and
P m, Fort Kent 4.15 p m , Houlton 12.56 p in,
and pulled on him He growled and
Presque Isle 2.46 p n. Caribou 3.15, p m Van
it would snow before night. But as
a couple pounds of gam and re-t up. started for me but my double action
Buren 5 40 p m. F oil Fairfield 3.05 p m, Lime
the e was no back out to Bert on such
stone 4 10 pm , Dover 9.17 a m, Guilford 9 41
I was away the most of the day. O j took Mm on the fly or in the month and
We have everything in the livery a rr. Mouaon 10.15 a m, Greenville 10.56 a m .
an enterprise .is the one we bad before arriving home before night I was not
Kmeo 1.00 p. m.
he backed back into the corner dead.
us, we pushed down into the grsat val surprised that he had not got home as
line that is needed.
The stable has
3 15 P W.—For and arriving at BrcwnvUle
As I fired the first shot I heard a noise
4.48pm, Mlllinocket 6.03 pm . Sherman 6.54
ley below. It was three miles a near he might have taken a longer tramp
m, Patten 7.26 p m, Houlton 8 15 p m. Mars
at the mouth of the hole. I turned been enlarged and newly equipped p
Hill and Blaim 9 25p m, Presque Isle 9.67 p
as we could ju l&e to the top of the than he intended. Night came and no
Experienced drivers m Caribou 10.25 p m, Foit Fairfield 10.15 p m.
quickly round and crawled to the en throughout.
great iron mountain and was a hard Curtis. At 8 I began to feel anxious.
4.50 F M.—For and arriving at Lagrange 6.10
trance to And it plugged up tight by a will take parties when desired.
p m, Milo 6.35 p m. Brownville 6.45 p m. Dover
tramp, made so by the fallen trsss and He had taken his rifle bat I did n it
am Foxcroft 7(3 p m , Guilford 7.26 p m
stone falling from above. I tried to
slippery crust. But ail things have an think strange of that as he was in tl e
Greenville 8.40 p m, Quebec 1 15 p m , Mon
start it by putting both feet against it
treal 8.35 a m.
end, so in due time the gray top of big habit of doing so. I then thought that
ARRTVAL8
and bracing my back against the ground
boulders came in sight before us.
9 25 A M. Leaving Montreal 7.25 p m. Que
he had got belated and had stopped ar but could not make any impression on
Ra n g el ey , M a i n e .
bec 3.00 p m, Greenville 5.35 a m, Guilford 6.44
The snow was all goi.e on the sides the canip. Still I had a secret for bod
a m, Dover 7.02 a m, Brownville 7.20 a m, Milo
7.30 a m.
and tops of boulders that would we;gh ing that all was not right. I knew that it.”
“ What did you think would become
1.00 P M. Leave Caribou 6.00 a m, Presque
hundreds and thousands of tons and t e be could come from the crow’ s nest any
Isle 6.2 a m, Fort Fairfield 6.00 a m, Houlton
of you?” I asked. ‘ O, I knew you was
8.05 a m , Ashland 6.50 a m , Patten 8 60 a m.
ascent was s ow and difficult. As we hour of the night and he would do it if
Millinocket 10.16am, Brownville 11.25 a m !
Indian enough to find me and that you
neared the top of the mountain on the he was all right.
Milo 11.34 a m.
would be on my track, but I should
7.25 P M.—Leaving Kineo 1.20 p m , Green
east side we encountered a huge snow
I slept but little that night. He only have thought you woull have frozen to
ville 3.40 p m Monsoi 3.35 p m, Guilford 4 50
drift and as we a ere slowly wending took a noonday lunch with him but still
m, Dover 5 08 p m, Limestone 9.50 a m, Van
death last night.” He sa d he pulled
uren 9.25 a m, Caribou 11 40 p m, Presque Isle
our way to the pin acle we came sud I mistrusted before morning that he had
12 11 p m, Fort Fairfield 11.35 a m, Houlton 2.00
the bear out oi his corner and laid on
W
e
are
constantly
making
esti
p
m
Fort Kent 10 40 a m, Ashland 12. 46 p m,
denly onto a beaten path made in the gone to Tumbledown mountain ar d
Patten 2 50 p m , Sherman 3 27pm, Mlllinocket
him and slept like a pig. “ But,” said
snow.
We stopped, looked at each something was up beside a bear. I was
mates for printing of various kinds. 4 20 p m, Brownville 6.33 p m, Milo 5.43 p m .
he, ‘1 owe my life to you and I will not
Lagrange 6.10 p m.
, **88
other for a second and both exclaimed up the next morning and by daylight
The result is that we’get our share of
11.45 PM . Leaving Van Furen 2.30 p m , Car
take such a chance again.”
simultaneously “ Bears! ’
ibou
4.10
p
m,
Fort
Fairfle’
d
4.15
p
m
Presque
was a mile on the way to the mountain
We found the bear precisely like the the big jobs as well as the small, Isle 4.38 p m, Houlton 6,20 p m. Mlllinocket 8 43
I had no weapons with me exespt a t.i look after the missing boy. I shall
p m.
first, weighed 100 pounds eaoh and their
C. C. BROWN,
belt knife which I always carried in the nsver forget that tramp. I had a pre
pelts were the nearest to fur of any I and we have grown to feel that noth
General Passenger aDd Ticket Agent.
woods. I sometimes wore a 44 revolver sentiment that Bert was in trouble. I
ever saw. He realized $35 for their pelts ing is too large for us to print. W e
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
fm
but 1 had left it at home that day on could not
along fast eaough. I and I insisted on his keeping all the pay
General Manager.
like
to
get
up
small
business
cards.
account of the hard tramp. Bert had could not rest a moment. I must go on
Bangor, Me., October 8,1904.
and told him be had richly earned it.
his repeating rifle which he had taken aud go fast. I had four miles of up hil
B
ig
catalogues
are
also
in
our
line,
1 have been with Bert Curtis in many a
that day, although 1 advised him to to go and one mile was steep. I began
hard place and never kuaw him to take in fact big or little, anything that can
leave it at home. We cautiously fol to grow weak and faint and something
a back seat, but he took one adventure
If you'w aiit to know
be printed by anybody anywhere
lowed the trail to the top of the moun •aid hurry. Iu one hour I had gained
too much. He want with a party'of six
tain and peered over towards the west the summit of Jackson just four miles
to the Klondike and while on an explor can be done right here. There are
ern slope long and cautiously. Going from home. I baited a moment to get
where to get good
ing expedition got caught among the many reasons why the people who
over still farther and around a large breath and shouted, but no response.
mountains and were found frozen to
boulder in plain sight crouched a small The gray old mountain loomed up before
read this should have" us do their
bear busily eating cr*nberi ies. He was me dark and gray. What had happened ? death.
I have climoea many of the moun work.
a yearling and while we* were silently Had he accidentally shot himself? Had tains in Maine but I have never seen a
looking him over another bear of the he in climbing those slippery boulders mountain like Tumbledown in many
T. W . BRACKETT^CO.,
same size and age came in Bight. Bert •lipped and been crushed by their mis respects, and is more interesting to visit
Maine.
Phillips,
or desire circulars, de
than all the others on the
Bo r d e r .
whispered to me saying, “ The mountain placement?
With
these thoughts I
is covered with them.”
scriptive matter or infor
plunged down tbe western slope, deter
Curtis was going to open fire qn them mined to know the worst. Twice I
m
ation regarding Hotels
Send Sixty Ct3
at once but I told him to wait and get stopped during that two-mile run and
or
Camps In MAINE’S
for(stamp8 taken)
between them and the woods as he shouted Bert!
Bert! but no sound
a beautiful Trout
HUNTING or FISHING
would,stand a bsttdr show to get one of came to me but the echo which almost
Fly Watch Charm
them. I told h m to go back and keep crazed me. Still I pressed on and pres
A perfect trout fly
REGIONS, address
enclosed between
out of sight and get between the bears ently came out in sight of the hated
glass crystals and
and the woodB and come out in sight of great ledges whioh looked more forbid
surrounded
b y MAINE WOODS INFORMA
me, when 1 would throw a stone and ding than ever.
gold band,guaran
shout at ike bears causing them to take
teed, interchange
The first thing that met my sight was
a n fro m
. . __ ,
able. You can in 
to the woodB and then he could put in bis snowshoes stuck up in the snow, m
TION BUREAU,
each d a y clear o f e x 
sert any fly you
pen ses doing work for his \
Catalogue
his work.
Free,
Surely he had been here but where was neighbors, beside* hi* own. I f \ \| \ wish.
you need power for farm, fac'
„
_
“ That’s all right,” says Bert; “ but he now? Was he alive or dead? Sure- lory or workshop, you need one o f oor Gaiolln# Engine#.
MAINE WOODS,
Portable or stationary, horizontal and vertical engine*, ail
when 1 open fire you want to look oat y it looked like the latter. Again I size*. AMREICAN CAROLINE ENC.CO .,
Phillips, Me.
232 Kennebec St., i s Portland* Maine
esting for everything on the mountain.”
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R u bs For Gallery Practice.
The following circular has been issued
from the headquarters of the First Regi
ment of Infantry:
Biddefoid, Dec. 15, 1904
Circular No. 2.
The following lules and instructions
upon gallery practice are hereby pub
lished for the information and guidance
of this command
The value of the individual soldier to
the state and to the regiment is deter
mined largely by his effectiveness as a
marksman. Careful instruction in ar
mory rifle practice is therefore very impo rtant and necessary as a military duty ;
it is, next to discipline, the most essen
tial part of the so.dier’s training
1. The men should be thoroughly in
structed as to the construction of their
weapon, its various parts and their uses
and should be taught to take it apart and
to reassemble it.
2. They should also be taught the im
portance of exercising the utmost care in
preserving the rifle from injury and in
keeping it clean and free from rust.
T he front sight should be covered with
the sight protector.
3. Sighting drill should be taken up
with the recruit as soon as he has re
ceived his first instruction in the man
ual of arms. The proper positions are
laid down in the firing regulations 1904,
and the manner of holding the rifle
sko uld be carefully taught so as to give
the soldier, whether standing, kneeling,
©r lying down, a perfect command of his
weapon and an unconstrained position of
the body which can only be accomplished
by continued practice ; and also to attain
th at steadiness of both body and that
prompt and intimate connection between
the hand and the eye which will produce
the necessary pressure of the finger upon
the trigger at the proper instant without
causing any derangement of the aim.
4. Commanding officers are respon
sible for the theoretical and practical in
structions in small arms practice of the
troops composing their
commands.
They will exact from these troops the
highest degree of proficiency attainalbe.
5. The education of the men in small
arms firing will be under the immediate
supervision of the company commander,
assisted by the Lieutenants and non
commissioned officers.
6 Company inspectors of small arms
practice are the assistant of their com
manding officers and if necessary, in
structors in that br nch of the service.
Under the orders of their commanding
officers they are th • supervisors of the
practice and are to observe and require
that the rules are fully and carefully car
ried out.
It is therefore absolutely necessary that
company commanders select for inspect
ors of small arms piactice men qualified
to fill their positions and that they be
familiar with the firing regulations and be
able to give information and instruction
in all matters relating to small arms
practice.
7 Every member 0' the command
should be required to practice on the
armory range at least once every month
during the gallery season.
8. Recruits joining near or after the
close of the gallery season must not be
neglected in the armory instructions, but
sh ould be required to practice on the
armory range before shooting on a field
range.
By orders of Colonel Kendall,
C h a s . E . D a v is ,

Captain and Adjutant

White House Gold Fish Moved.
Today was moving day for the 500
gold fish which have been spending the
summer in the big pool at the east en
trance of the White House. They were
taken to winter quarters in the Fish Com
mission Building
While the men, wearing rubber boots,
were standing in the water scooping the
fish up
Quentin
Roosevelt,
the
Presidents five-year-old son, was an in
terested spectator. With a White House
attendant he stood at the side of the pool,
sometimes climbing up on the edges and
narrowly escaping a plunge himself, so
interested was he in the proceedings.
This collection of White House gold
fish is regarded as one of the finest in the
country. They ate nearly all of the
Japanese species. The fish have long
gold fins and tails and are brilliant in
colors. The collection has lately been
augmented and improved.— Washington
Record.
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The Laflin & Rand Powder Co. has
never been content to let ‘ ’ well enough”
alone. Because a certain powder ha9
given universal satisfaction in the past
is no reason why a better powder should
not be placed on the market.
‘ E. C. No. 1” and “ New E. C.” were
excellent powdeis. “ New E. C. (Ini
proved)” is a better powder than either
of them or than both of them combined
All their good characteristics have been
preserved, added to and improved. In
fact, judging from exhaustive tests the
Lafliu & Rand Powder Co. believe that
no better— if as good —bulk powder can
be made. The regularity of “ New E.
C. (Improved)” ie something wonderful;
there is no residue or unburned grains;
while the velocity is high the pattern is
absolutely regular; owing to its hard
ness of grain it is not affected by ordi
nary variations of pressure when wads
are seated; it positively will not pit the
gun barrel. These are strong claiinB,
but they can be borne out by trying the
new powder, ‘‘New E. C. (Improved.)”

V ia O x b o w , M e .

Atkins’s Camps. Famous region for Moose,
deer, and big iish. Write for special small
maps and circulur to
W. M. A t k i n s . Oxbow, Me.
V ia O x b o w , M a in e .

The Fish and Game authority of
all North Maine,

$1.00 a year.

York’ s Camps, Loon Lake. Ten Ponds. Trout,
Salmon, Birds, Deer, Canoeing, Bathing, etc.
A postal brings illustrated booklet.
J. L e w is Y o r k , P rop .,
Rangeley, Me.

Kennebec County.
Be l g r a d e L a k e s , M e .

Spider Lake Camps. Good cam ps. Unexcelled
trout fishing. Good accommodations. A llegash trips a specialty. A d dress,

The Belgrade. Best sportsman’s hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world.
Ch a s . A. H i l l & s o n , M anagers.

A r b o & L i b b y , O x bow , Me.

So. Sm i t h f i e l d , Ma i n e .

Franklin County.
E u s t is , Ma i n e .

Horth Fond Camps. These camps are in the
region where game abounds. Plenty o f good
sport For particulars address,
Ed w . W. Cl e m e n t , So. S m iih fleld, Me.

M e r c e r . Ma i n e .
Round Mountain Lake Camps. Give us a trial
if you want a fine buck. During the 1903 hunt Cottages to Rent on the Belgrade lakes, all
ing season ten (10) licensed liunters saw over furnished at low rates. Nice sandy beach.
J. L i t t l e f i e l d , Mercer, Me.
two hundred (200) deer in two weeks hunting Address
Tele; hone Connection.
and picked twenty bucks. Camps open dur
ing December. Warm com fortable cabins.
DION O. Bi ACKWICLL, Mgr.,
Somerset County.
Eustis, Franklin Co., Maine.
New York office, Room 29, 336 Broadway.
JACKMAN, m e ., p . o .

R a n g e l e y Lakes

Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. Write Gerard’s Campa on Little Spencer Waters of
Big Spencer Lake. The place to com e for
for free circular.
trout and togue. Good camps, good Rangeley
Ca r t . F. C. Ba r k e r . Prop’r, Bemis.
boats, and good trails to all o f the outlying
ponds. Good fishing in the big lake in front
R a n g e l e y La k e s , M a i n e .
o f the cabins as s <on as the ice goes ont. Come
early and see for yourselves.
T hos . Ob k a b d , Prop’ ., Jackman, Me.

Washington County.
G r a n d L a k e St r e a m , M s .
The Birches. Come h ere for your fall h u n t
ing.
F r a n k H. B a l l .

An

A n itn sil

Little

S to ry
F o lk s

For

New Hampshire.
Ra n g e l e y L a k e s .

DON’T LOOK FOR
EASY WORK

Lakeside Honse, on Umbagog, a most pictur
esque retreat, charming scenery, beantlful
drives, excellent boating, good fishing. Send
Mountain View House is one ot the most mod for booklet.
ern, up.to date summer homes in the state of
E. H. DAVIS, Proprietor, Lakeside, N. H.
Maine. Its beautiful location a t the foot of
Rangeley lake on a picturesque cove, gives it
many attractions, while the b est o f fishing is
within close proximity. The boating and
canoeing is the best on the la k e; the drives
are unsurpassed for beautiful scenery and
the woods around are filled with delightful
paths,and trails. Croquet a n d tennis grounds
There is nothing like arranging for
adjoin the house. The cuisine is of the best;
fruit, vegetab es, fisli and game In their your printing early. The season of 1905
season with plenty of milk and cream. Pure
spring water is furnished the house from a
spring above. Rooms large, w ell lighted and will be on before we realize it and we
pleasant. Hunters find plenty of deer, par can’t make a mistake by getting an idea
tridge and woodcock in the w oods near by.
&8end for 1904 booklet to
of how t o lay out next season’s printing.
L. E. BoWLEY, Mountain View House,
Mountain View, Rangeley Lakes, Me. Special prioes and special arrangements

An Englishman in India once owned
an elephant whom, in honor of the
w ife of the viceroy, he called Lady
Curzon.
Lady w as employed in plowing the
fields w ith four plows attached and in
loading lumber on the trains. Lady
w as rather lazy, I am sorry to say, and
was continually looking for an easier
task. One day she heard her owner’s
w ife say that she did so w ant a good
nurse for the baby.
or camp and hotsl printing.
Ra n g e l e y l a k e s .
So one day the mother missed baby,
Bald
Mountain
Camps
are
situated
at
the
what you need for cuts.
and when, after some moments of huntfoot of Bald Mountain in a good fishing and
J. W. B b a c k k t t Co ,
hunting section. Steamboat accommodations

CAMP AND HOTEL PRINTING.

O. K. Telephone at camps. Tw o mails daily.
Write for free circular to
A mos E l l i s , Prop’r, Bald Mountain, Me.
Via F a r m in g t o n .

Clear Water Camps. First - class fishing.
E. G. Ga y , Route 1, Farm ington, Me.
dead

R i v e r R e g io n .

St r a t t o n , M a i n e .

Hotel Blanchard. Centrally located In the
Dead River region. Good table and clean
beds. Good livery connected. Parties taken
to any and all camps in tins section at reason
able rates. E. H. G ro se , Prop’r., Stratton, Me

“ I JUST LOVE BABIES."

Lake and
Forest,
AS I HAVE KNOWN THEM
By C a p t . F. C. Barker.

Grant’s Camps. The popular resort of the
A book of woodcraft, camp life,
Rapgeleys. Situated at Seven Ponds, 27 miles
from Rangeley village.
Good buckboard
road. Deer are seen daily from camp doors. logging, river driving, guiding and
Small game is abundant. Fishing cannot be
excelled anywhere. First-class accom moda
a general description of life by water
tions for laaies.
E d G r a n t & So n s .

and in the woods.

Ne a r Ra n g e l e y .

Point Pleasant. Stop and consider. This is a
nice place to spend a summer vacation. For finely
rates and particulars correspond with
H in k l e y & R o b e r t s , Rangeley, Me.

This volumn is

illustrated

from life.

by

photographs

It contains much quant

On P h il l ip s & R a n g e l e y Ra i l r o a d .

Redington Camps and Cottages. Good accom  humor as well as a vast amount of
modations,with best fishing and hunting. One
minute’s walk from Redington station. Write
entertaining information and many
for circular.
J. F. H o u g h , Proprietor,
P. O., Rangeley, Maine.
F a r m in g t o n , M a i n e .

Hotel W illow s. Refurnished entire. E xcel
lent location. Best possible fire protection,
electricjights. new steam heal, spring water,
large cool rooms, billiard room. Rooms can
now be engaged for the summer months.
Free carriage to all trains.
J. R. K e l l e y , Prop’r.

good stories.

GAME SE IZE D .

Acting Chairman John W. Delano, of
the Massachusetts Fish and Game Com
mission, who arrived at his home here
from Boston, tonight, told the story of
an extensive seizure of contraband game
in that city today A freight car at the
Boston & Maine railroad freight yards
in Charlestown, was searched and 12 deer,
two hind quarters of moose and 280 par
tridges were seized.
A few days a ;o , according to Mr.
Delano, United States marshal Charles K .
Darling received a notice from Chairman
Carlton of the Maine Fish and Game
Commission, stating that a carload of
deer had been shipped from Calais to
Boston, consigned to Mrs. Clara Wilson
and marked “ Household Goods ”
Marshal Darling was requested by
Chairman Carlton to sieze the game.
Mr Delano was called into conference
and securing a warrant, he and Deputy
Commissioner Thomas Burney of Lynn,
to ay, went to the freight yards, lo ated
the car and seized the contents. The
g me was taken to a cold storage ware
house, where it will be kept until the
court directs its disposal.
Commissioner Delano said that neither
Mrs. Clara Wilson nor the shipper of the
game could be identified.

Price $1.10 postpaid or with M ains

W oods

i year,

$1.75.

To Camp Owners.

Address

Many owners of camps

Phillips,

send us a little news about their people
and their attractions.

P h i l l i p s , Ma i n e .

Phillips Hotel. Carriage meets all trains.
Good fishing.______ C. A . Ma h o n e y . Prop’r.
H a in e s L a n d in g , M e .

A t F a r m in g t o n .
The Stoddard House is d eligh tfu lly locat ed fo r
those w ishing to sp end the vacation am on g
the hills and near g ood fishing and hunting.
W rite fo r particulars.
W. H. Mc Do n a l d , P rop ., Farm ington, M e.

Via R a n g e l e y .
Kennebago Lake House on the shore of Kennebago Lake. One of the best fishing sections.
Good fishing every day in the season. Excel
lent accom modations Address,
R ic h a r d s o n B r o s ., Proprietors,

Kennebago Maine.

Send Three

Have you read the Famous Book on Camping Tim Pond Camps. Situated in the Dead River
In Maine and New Brunswick; exciting ana Region, 2000 feet above the sea level. In the
instructive. How to camp out is tola in a heart of Maine’s best fishing ground.
Write for further particulars to
most entertaining way by E. W. Burt in his
J u l ia n K . V i l e s , Eustis Me.
500 page book “ Camp Fires in the Wilder
ness.” Twentv-four photographs of the
F o u r Mil e s f r o m R a n g e l e y .
woods. Send for it $ 1-00 or with the Main e
W borff’ s Camps, Dead River Pond, P. O.
Wooi >8 on? year $ 2.00.
Address, Rangeley, Maine. Send for circular.
MAINE WOODS, Phillips, Maine.
E. B. W h o r f f , Proprietor,

We

like to have mail sent to us as early as
Monday, for the current week, when
possible.
J. W. B r a c k e t t C o;,
Phillips, Maine

2 cent Stamps to

The
M A IN E

W OODS,
-T>

_-
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Angler’s Secret.
BY CHARLES BRADFORD.

Author of “ The Determined A n 
gler,” “ The Wild Fowlers.”

P H IL L IP S , M A IN E ,

trated.

Illus

Net, $1.00 postage 10c.

Th e Angler’s Secret is, as the au

For a little bunch ol Back

thor tells us, to replenish the soul
and not the creel.

It is a secret that

wood* Fairy Tales, by

cannot be revealed to an unsmypathe-

ED GRANT

can fully understand that commun

o f Beaver Pond, Maine.

results in the perfect contentment of

D e a d R i v e r R b g io n .

The Hew Shaw House, Eustis, Maine, a m od
ern hotel and open t>> sportsmen. No better
hunting anywhere. There are about 40 rooms
Correspondence solicited.
A. B. Sa r g e n t , Eustis, Maine.

We would print

it and it would pay the camps well.

R a n g e l e y La k e .

Munyon’a Springs. The most beautiful spot
in Maine. W. W. Sm it h . Mgr., Rangeley, Me.

have

bad no camp news in our columns for a
Maine. long time past, if ever, would do well to

-

L og Ca b i n R e t r e a t , Skinner, Me.

MooselookmegnnticHonse
offers excellent accom 
modations to sportsmen.
It is in close proximity
to' the best fishing the
lake offers. No hay fe 
ver. Address from Nov.
until May.THEO. L .P age
Prop , Senate Cafe, Washington, D. C. After May
1, Haines. Landing, Me.

who

Maine W oods regularly, but who have

M A IN E W O O D S ,

Sk i n n e r , M a i n e .

Log Cabin Retreat.
Finest fishing and deer hunting in Maine.
Send for circular.

To the Editor of Maine TFootZs:
It is my earnest wish and that of many
of the farmers heieabont that n the
columns of your paper you make an earn
est plea that our existing law protecting
deer remain unchan ed.
You know there are those who will
(and not spare money in the trying) at
the coming session of the legislature to
throw open all except the unorganized
townships to indiscriminate
hunting
under the trumped up excuse that deer
are retarding the agricultural interests of
the state. The cranks who are doing
this do not consider what it means to us
farmers to get several hundred pounds
of free meat each year, to be able to
sell the steer we used to eat before the
deer came back here.
They are going to keep them in the
wild lands beyond the reach of the farm
er, where only the moneyed sportsman
can get them, that is the way they will
help the farmers. Under their plan we
shall have a few months of slaughter,
Jersey cows standing an equal chance
with the deer, then we shall see no more
deer.
Oh, I am only a girl, but I have fol
lowed the trail since I could carry a 22.
I was one of those who fifteen years
ago saw the first deer that had been seen
here for over half a century and I know
just how things will go if that law is re.
pealed.
If you want to know how we farmers
feel about it, see the 4 Turf, Farm and
Home” for April 20, 1904

Illegally
Transported
From
Maine to Boston.

P. O. Be a v e r Po n d , M e .

lng, they found her Lady had her in
her care, holding her between her
great front feet and fanning her with
her ears. “ I’ve found my nurse!’’ cried
the mother.
So Lady w as made to w ear a great
white apron and a cap that wouldn’t
stay on and carried that little tyrant
of a baby about on a cushion. Her
legs ached and her back ached.
“ Oh, m y,’’ she sighed, “ w hy did 1
ever trade w ork? This baby nursing,
I guess, is not in my line. I can’t sleep
at night because that wretched infant
cries. I can’t rest by day because the
little tyrant wants to walk. I thought
the thing w as easy. I believe it would
kill an elephant in time.”
One day, utterly discouraged, she
brought In the baby to his mother.
“ Take him, take him,” she pleaded,
“and let me do general housework ’’
All of w hich shows that some things
that seem easy are not as easy as they
seem.— Detroit Journal.

Appeal For No Change.
A youug lady in Oxford, Maine writes
M a i n e W o o d s as follows :
O x f o r d , Dec. 30, 1904.

We know

M a i n e W o o d s , P h illip s, Me

Greene’s Farm la headquarters at the entrance
to the Dead River region. Trains run within
less than a quarter or a mile o f my house and
are met by my teams. People stopping at my
house over night ean take the train, arriving
in Boston at 9 p. m. There are plenty of deer
In this section.
I. W. GREENE, Proprietor, Coplin, Maine.

E u s t is , M a i n e .
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Lbtters to Maine Woods.

H O T E L S A N D CA M PS.
V ia R a n g e l e y .

Enough” Alone.

tiemind, and only the lover ofnature
ing with field, stream and sky which
the angler who has learned the secret.

Edited by

F r a n c is

I. Maule .

T h e ’re not go— very glow ”

With M ain e W oods one year $1.60
postpaid .

Address orders to

M aine W oods, Phillips, Me.

